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NIDR's Mission Is To: ROMOTE the development of fair, 

effective, and efficient conflict resolution processes and 

programs; 

FOSTER the use of such piOcesses and programs 

in new arenas, locally, nationally and internationally; and 

STIMULATE innovative approaches to the 

productive resolution of future conflict. 

In all that it does, the Institute focuses special 

attention on lessening the conflict-related problems of the 

poor and other disadvantaged members of society. 

While respecting the value of litigation in appropriate 

circumstances, NIDR strives to expand the availability 

and improve the use of other conflict resolution processes 

with proven capacity to provide responsive, timely, and 

affordable justice. We are guided by the principle that 

tensions inherent in a conflict situation can, if dealt with 

creatively, produce positive results. 
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ince we opened our doors in 1983. the NationilI Imtitute f()r Di,pute Re~()lution (NIDR) has 

witnessed a phenomenal growth in the Held of cont1ict resolution - capacity has mushroomed; more 

wphistic<1ted tools have been developed: and more creative <1pplications tor these rools have been devised. 

The pages that follow describe the contributions that NIDR has been privileged to make to the 

burgeoning Held of cOllt1ict resolution during the past decade. We take great pride in our efforts to help 

imtitutions build the capacity f()r contlier resolution and help disputants take advantage of that capacity. 

As we start Ollr second decade. NID R is ilt the center of a rapidly expanding universe of real and 

responsive change in the way dtizens. communities. institutjom, and nations lise conflict resolution to 

achieve better solutions for themselves and wciety. 

\'V'hat lies ahead is it new era in which contlict resolution approaches will fundamentally shape how 

gov.:rnments. coUtts. communities. and citizens resolve contlicts and interact with each other. We afe 

excited ilb,)l!r the challenges, opportunities, and changes embodied in this era - not only for our Held. but 

for the Imtitllte as well. 

Among other things NIDR has accomplished over the past decade, it has: 

IB Phnted $20 million in seed money to help individuals and institutions develop effective new 

appro,lChes to resolving conHicts; 

II Brought together leading practitioners. stakeholders. ami institutions to foster discllssion and lise of 

promising cannier resolution developments; 

II Spomored conflict resolution research; nnd 

III Served as a central source for int(lflnation on the eonHicl' resolution movement in the United States 

and abroad. 

To meet the demands of the new era. NIDR must change as welL Where we once funded specific 

projects ro build dispute resolution capacity, we will now work to build markets. That means designing, 

refining. and promoting the use of the best tools and techniques of connier resolution practice. In so doing, 

we will seek to promote ac.:ceprance of the villues that are the t()llndation l,f conflict resolution. These valtles 

include making shared decisiolls. building consensus. working collaborarively, appreciating diver~ity, 

Ilurturing community, and championing civility. 



The InstitUte will he a national voice for our field - a vigorous advocate building support and 

demand. W'e will work hard to en~ure that our field embodies fairness and equity. that it is open to 

everyone, and that it gives eilCh person a voice in re~olving his or her ('onHicts. 

In our second decade, we will focus our drom in Hve key arenas: 

.. Public Policy: We will promote improvements in the quality and effectiveness of public policy 

decision making; 

III Youth: We will foster mulriculrural understanding and work to reduce prejudice and violence by 

helping our nation's youth resolve conHicts and work cooperatively to solve problems; 

iii QI/,dity oill/stice: We will encourage the use of more responsive conmcr rewlution services and 

programs, and meeting the needs of people who require them; 

II intel'fltuiollttL· We will ~upport the exchange of knowledge about our Held across international 

borders and pay particular attention to conflicts related to environment and development issues; and, 

II Nell' Arenas: We will create innovarive programs and projects that promote the use of conflict 

resolution in new arenas. 

We are indebted to our founding organizations and Funders; to Madeleine Crohn, our first president; 

and NIDR's statr Their many contributions and accomplishments have created a solid foundation upon 

".:hich we will build. 

We thank all of our partners and colleagues for their support and hard work. These dedicated 

practiti()ner~ and policy makers have made many of our successes possible. In our second decade, we will 

l~xpaI1d and ~trengthen our p,Ftnerships in everything we do. Our citizens, communities and institutions 

de~ervt~ our be~t, and NIDR is dedicated to helping them receive it. Together we have nurtured our field, 

.lnd together we will help it grow. 

Dick Clark 

Chair, NIDR Board of Directors 

~~ 
Margery Bakel' 

President, NIDR 

L __ ._._ 
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THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

This report marks completion of our first decade 

of service on behalf of dispute resolution and 

improved paths of justice for Americans. 

Five m<\jor philanthropic t()undations and 

corporatiom created the National Institute for 

Di\pute Resolurion in 1982 and NIDR, as we 

are often called, began operations in 1983. 

We were e~tablished to help shape and 

accelerate the de\'elopment and growth of 

di~pute resolution in America. In the 19605 and 

70s, a growing number of citizens saw in the 

tools of dispure resolution-mediation, 

,ubirration, and the like-options for settling 

disputes that Were often more efficient, more 

enecdve, and fairer than courtroom battle. The 

more t:1r-seeing believed that dispute resolution 

processes also had great intrinsic merit f()l' 

solving problems, anticipating and defusing 

conHict, and settling differences, aill! should be 

valued not just as an alternative to litigation. 

When we made our first grants in 1983, 

dispute resolution was only beginning to be 

launched into what has become a trajectory of 

growing impact and accomplishment. We were 

IL[(;ky to find and work with partners who have 

been responsible for dispute resolution's 

exceptional achievements during the past decade. 

Here are some of those achievement~. 

Courts Twenty-six states and the District of 

Columbia are now exploring or adopting ways 

by which local courts can routinely offer a range 

of di.~pllte resolution ((loIs [0 settle most disputes 

that come bd()I"(,! them. Thi\ devdopment 

suggests a corning sea change in the way courts 

nationwide provide forums for dispute 

settlement. 

-----l 

Education Most law sd1Oo1s, many other 

professional graduate schools, and a wide 

spectrum of other disciplines in higher 

education now incorporate dispUte resolution in 

their curricula. 'lhmorrow's leaders are being 

prepared to use dispute resolution methods to 

settle conflicts and solve problems. 

Public Policy Eleven states and a 

consortium of eight U.S. and Canadian 

jurisdictions now have offices that seek to defuse 

and settle public policy disputes-the types of 

conflicts over matters such as land development, 

honsing, environmental concerns, and allocation 

of public resou~'ces that tend to become bitter, 

interminable, and wasteful of everyone's time 

and money. Other states are investigating 

whether to follow suit. 

Much else has been achieved in arenas 

ranging from the grass roots, where community 

justice centers are now reaching out to settle 

loc,11 public policy disputes, to nursing homes, 

where ombudsmen arc being trained to settlc 

conflicts that arise in settings that serve Our 

elderly and infirm. 

But perhaps the fieJd's greatest achievement 

ovcr the past ten years has been its capacity to 

innovatc, to successfully adapt dispute resolution 

processes to new circumstances. 10 a 

considerable extent, this report is a record of 

many notable innovations in dispute resolution 

and NIDR's contributions to them. Thesc 

innovations are not only the ones recognized by 

our Innovation Fund but also those fi.)und in the 

work of educators and scholars creating teaching 

materials, of judges and officials expanding rhe 

range of di&pllte settlement mechanisms within 



the courts. of government and community 

leaders who have shaped the uses of di~pute 

resolution to special local. !>tate. and federal 

situations, ,md of dispute resolution 

protessionais who have pioneered the ficld's 

devdopment. 

ESTABLISHING NIDR 

The Ford Foundation, the William and flora 

Hewlett Foundation. the John D. and Catherine 

'[ ~1acArthur Foundation. the American 

Telephone and Telegraph Comp_my. and the 

Prudentiall:oundation were ~IDR\ founding 

flinders. They est,lblishcd the Imtitute as a 

private, nonprofit, grant-making, and technical 

as,istancc organization. 

L.'IIYl'.lrc..of 
(nvet;{!llt'!1t III 

I lhpllk' l{I . .'~()IIItIl1, 

A GLOSSARY OF 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

TERMS 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION embmm such goals 

tts al/elliating court congestion, enhlmcilzg access to 

jllStice, alld strengthening tbe capacity ~f 

commtmities to reso/l'e conflict. Tbefollowi1lg 

glossmy i1lcludes definitions oftbe IJariotlS forms 

and techniques of dispttte resolution as we!! as 

words lmd plmlses /lsed common~y by pl~tctitiollers. 

ACTION LINES 

The telephone complaint processing services 

provided by individuals or organizations. Most 

commonly, action line programs are referred to 

as "offices c,f information and complaint" within 

government agencies, private industries, and the 

media. 

ADJUDICATION 

The solution to a particular conflict as 

determined by a judge or administrative hearing 

officer with the authority to rule on the issue in 

dispute. Generally speaking, adjudication also 

implies that judgments will be rendered 

according to objective standards, rules or laws. 

ARJUTRATION 

A process that involves the submission of a 

dispute to an arbitrator, who renders a decision 

after hearing arguments and reviewing evidence. 

It is most widely used in commercial and labor 

management disagreements and for civil court 

cases. Arbitration is generally more informal, 

less complex, quicker, and less expensive than 

fC)l'!nal court proceedings. It is performed by 



anyone acceptable to the parties. Lawyers, 

retired judges, and protessionals from various 

disciplines conduct the proceed1l1gs. 

COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING 

A proce~s in which parties .Igree to work 

together to resolve common problems in a 

cooperative manller .Ind, with the help of a 

t:Kilitator, design a strategy to make comensus

based decisions regarding the possible solutions 

to problems. In the process, parties first must 

come to agreement on the definition of the 

problems at h,md. 

COMMUNITY DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION CENTERS 

A generic n,lme used to describe various 

kind~ of community-based dispute resolution 

probrams-most of which oEter mediation 

st:rvices by using trained volunteers. They deal 

primarily with disputes between individuals with 

ongoing relationships (landlord~tenant, 

t;mployer-employee, domestic, and 

neighborhood conflicts). The largest centers 

draw much of their caseload from police referrals 

or froIU local courts and prosecutors' offices. 

COURT-ORDERED ARBITRATION 

EARLY NEUTRAL EVALUATION 

(Also referred to as "ENE".) A process in which 

a neutral factflnder, often one with substantive 

expertise, evaluates the merits of a ca~e. Tht' 

neutral provides a nonbinding evaluatioJ1 

intended to give parties atl objective perspective 

on the strengths and weaknesses of their cases, 

thereby making futther negotiations more 

productive. 

FACILITATION 

The process used to help a group of individuals 

or parties with divergent views teach a goal or 

complete a task to the mutual satisfaction of all 

participants. A facilitator helps the parties 

improve the definition of issues, develop 

options, keep on task, and ultimately increases 

the likelihood that a consensus will be reached. 

FACT FINDING 

The non-binding process used primarily 

(but not exclusively) in public sector collective 

bargaining that paves the way for further 

negotiations or mediation. A fact finder draws 

011 information provided by both parries, as well 

as additional research, to recommend resolution 

for outstanding issLles. 

(Aho referred to as "court-annexed" or "judicial" INTEREST-BASED NEGOTIATION 

arbitration). One of the newest f()rms of A process that seeks to discover and satisfY the 

arbitration. usually mandatory and non-binding. under.lying interests of parties rather than to 

Certain civil.\uits-usually personal injury and meet the stated positions or demands that they 

contract matters-are ref~'rred by judges to bring to a negotiation. 

arbitrators who will render a decision. If a party 

does not accept the arbitrator\ decL~ion, it may 

then appeal fe)f a trial. 

6 



MEDIATION 

A structured dispute resolution proce~s in which 

a perwn with no imerest in the outcome of the 

contlict assist~ the disputants in reaching a 

negotiated settlement of their differences. The 

mediation process is generally voluntary and 

aims at a signed agreement defining the future 

behavior of the displ1tant~. A mediator helps 

parties communicate, negotiate, and reach 

agreements and settlements but is not 

empowered to render a decision. The process 

may be mandatory or encouraged by the courts, 

particularly in divorce and custody matters, civil, 

and minor criminal cases. 

MED-ARB 

A dispute resolution process that combines some 

of the fe,Hures of both mediation and 

arbitration. Most med-arb proceedings call for a 

third-party neutral to first mediate or help the 

parties agree to as many issues as possible and 

then, by permission of the disputing parries, to 

arbitrate or make a decision on those that 

remain. The same neutral may perform both 

role~, or the role can be split between several 

neutrals. 

MINITRIAL 

A structured settlement process in which the 

dispmants agree on a prell'edure for presenting 

their cases in a highly abbreviated form to senior 

officials for each side who possess authority to 

settle. Often a neutral presides over the hearing, 

and may subsequently mediate the dispute or 

help parties evaluate their cases. 

MULTI-DOOR COURT HOUSE 

(Or Multi-Door Center.) A judicial innovation 

that offers a variety of dispute resolution services 

in one location and uses a single intake system 

to screen cases and clients for referral to 

mediation, arbitration, or other methods. 

NEGOTIATION 

The heart of most dispute resolution 

techniques. Variously defined 

as: communication for the purpose of 

persuasion; a way of solving problems; 

an.] a process for reaching decisions. 

NEGOTIATED INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

A mediation process which has been used on a 

limited basis to bring together federal, state and 

local officials, and community members to 

resolve differences of opinion, disputes, and 

problems related to the allocation and use of 

public resources. Examples of applications 

include urban redevelopment, historic 

preservation, and planning for the allocation of 

public resources in the face of major financial 

cutbacks. 

NEUTRALS 

An impartial intervenor, often referred to as a 

third party, used in dispute resolution. A neutral 

does nor benefit from a particular outcome. 

7 



OMBUDSMAN 

A neutral who receives and investigates 

L'omplaints Of grievances aimed at an institution 

by its nmstitHents, diems, or employees. 

Ombudsmen have the power of persuasion, but 

not the authority to decide how a given dispute 

should be resolved. 

POSITIONAL BARGAINING 

A term that describes the traditional approach [() 

negotiation, in which the p.mics are firmly 

committed to their bargaining positions, and 

exchange proposals and counrerproposals in the 

anricipation that one or 1110re parties will 

c()mpromis~ to achieve a dispute settlement that 

sati\f1es all parries. 

PRIVATE JUDGING 

The popular n~~me given to a procedme

presently authorized by legislation in six states

in which the court can (on stipulation of the 

parries) refer a pending lawsuit to a private 

neutral for trial with the same dr-ect as though 

the case were tried in court. The verdict can be 

appealed through the regular appellare court 

svstem. 

8 

PUBLIC POLICY MEDIATION 

A form of mediation that brings together 

representatives of business, public interest 

groups, and government to negotiate agreements 

on policy devclopmenr, implementation, or 

enforcell1l.~nt. Facilitators or mediators are 

usually used to organize and guide the process. 

REGULATORY NEGOTIATION 

A form of public policy mediation where parties 

having a stake in the proposed govel'nmenr 

regulations reach agreement 011 key provisions 

through the assistance of a mediator(s). 

SPECIAL MASTERS 

Judicial adjuncts appointed by a judge [() 

conduct mediation, arbitration, fact-finding, or 

settlement negotiation. A special master may 

develop an agreement, implement one or help 

enforce an agreement or a judge's decision. 

SUMMARYJURYT~ 

A dispute resolution pl'ocedure where lawyers 

present an abbreviated version of their 

arguments before a mock jury chosen at random 

from the jury pool. The jury deliberates and 

rerums a recommended verdict on liability and 

damages. Lawyers are permitted to question the 

jury about their verdict and are thereafter 

encouraged to engage in direct setdement 

discussions. The process is designed and used 

foJ' complex litigation that would involve 

considerable court time if not settled. 
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INNOVATION 

INNOVATION Some ofNIDR's first grants examined 

Most people who know about dispute resolution • the successfuiuses of mediation in settling 

think of It mainly as medIation or arbitration of disputes over special education plans for pupils 

personal disputes. In fact, the term dispute with disabilities; 

resolution encompasses an array of innovative 

processes that show how established techniques 

in mediation and kindred approaches can be 

adapted to resolve a remarkable variety of 

conflicts and problems. To cite some examples 

taken from our Innovation Fund, there are 

processes that address matters as diverse as 

homeless ness in Idaho, drug and alcohol 

addiction in North Carolina, the safety of foster 

children in Connecticut, medical ethics in New 

Mexico, open adoption in Oregon, and the best 

interests of pensioners everywhere. 

The Innovation Fund was established to 

discover, test, and document new methods of 

dispute resolution. Between 1989 and 1991, we 

distributed more than $550,000 in matching 

grants to 29 projects. But the Fund's creation 

did not signal the start of our support for 

innovation. Since NIDR's inception in 1983, 

we have funded projects that focused on new 

and promising uses of dispute resolution. 

• the mediation process, skills used, and 

results of discrimination complaints filed under 

the federal Age Discrim:nation Act; 

• the mechanisms created by private 

providers and government agencies to ensure 

accountability for the delivery of social service:; 

in a professional and humane manner. 

Later NIDR-funded projects involved such 

matters as a policy dialogue on questions 

Involving insurance coverage and AIDS patients, 

the intervention of a mediator in a dispute 

involving discriminatory real estate practices, 

and the intervention of mediators in disputes 

relating to coal development in New Mexico's 

San Juan Basin. 

9 
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HOMELESSNESS IN IDAHO 

The Sounding Board, a community mediation 

organization in Boise, believes the best way to 

avoid homeless ness is to keep families in their 

homes from the outset. Social Syste -IS 

Mediation is the key. 

Most evictions in Boise and surrounding 

Ada County occur because of an average $600 in 

owed but unpaid rent or Lltilities per household. 

Evicting a family costs an average $3,000 in 

emergency shelter and other assistance before 

new housing is found. If a way is found to avoid 

eviction, a family is spared the discouraging 

disruptions of homelessness, and public and 

private agencies save money. The Sounding 

Board's Helping Hand Project describes the 

effects of homelessness on a family: 

"When a family loses their home, they lose 

much more than a residence. They lose self

esteem and their base of operations. They may 

lose welfare benefits. They feel embarrassed and 

ashamed. Children lose their friends. School 

attendance suffers as they are forced to change 

schools repeatedly. Some just drop out. Those 

seeking work are crippled by loss of a phone and 

an address. If an employer discovers that a 

prospective employee lives at a homeless shelter, 

that candidate lIas little or no chance oflanding 

the job .... [J:l]or many, the loss of their home is 

the knock-out blow from which they never 

" recover. 

To avert that knock-out blow, the Helping 

Hand project employs a two-tiered mediation 

process. One tier tackles the money issues 

which threaten a family's home. Project 

volunteers mediate between members of a 

household at risk of eviction and sometimes 

overwhelmed community agencies with the 

resources to help the family with its bills and 

other needs. The other tier involves mediating 

repayment agreements between the family on 

one side and the landlord and utility companies 

on the other. 

With support from NIDR's Innovation 

Fund, the project improved its Social Systems 

Mediation approach to combatting homeless

ness, in one year helping 176 households to 

mediate 182 agreements to avoid eviction. 

Other communities have begun to study the 

Boise approach with an eye to replication. 

11 
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DRUG AND ALCOHOL ADDICTION 

IN NORTH CAROLINA 

By the end of the 1980s, Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina and surrounding Forsyth County had 

more than 50 organizations committed to 

helping the area's residents who were addicted to 

drugs and alcohol. But as well meaning as the 

organizations were, there was little coordination 

of effort or purpose among them. Turfbattles 

were common. 

Then in 1990 the Winston-Salem/Forsyth 

County Coalition on Alcohol and Drug 

Problems decided "to resolve community issues 

related to providing available, accessible, and 

effective substance abuse treatment to all who 

need it regardless of ability to pay." The 

coalition includes citizens appointed by county 

commissioners and city aldermen, the local 

mental health authority, human service agencies, 

and business, religious, and community groups. 

It chose Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS) as 

a way of extracting accord from its unwieldy 

collection of organizations and interests. By one 

description, CPS means parties working 

together to define problems, develop options, 

and define objective criteria to arrive at 

consensus by consensus. 

Why CPS? "Historically, this community 

has had a few people making decisions for the 

rest of its citizens," according to a coalition 

report to NIDR. CPS "offered the community 
t; 

an alternative model for people to look at 

problems of broad community concern and to 

collectively attempt to deal with them." We 

agreed to fund the work of a mediation team 

which helped the coalition reach consensus. 

Over two years the coalition developed 40 

key steps to achieve its goal of improved 

treatment for the addicts in the county. More 

important, coalition participants have accepted 

responsibility to follow through on taking those 

steps over a five-year period. Not that the 

process was easy. The coalition reported to 

NIDR that CPS was an "overwhelming, 

frustrating, painful yet an invaluable learning 

experience for coalition members and the 

community .... We have learned that a 

community must approach fighting drug abuse 

as a set of related problems that are the cause 

and effect of very deep and complex social 

issues. Att<iining clear problem definition was 

difficult when issues such as racism, violence, 

and economic alienation kept emerging." 

Yet the coalition succeeded, and the proof of 

the value of CPS was reinforced when other 

community groups used it in projects designed 

to help pregnant and "parenting" teenagers out 

of poverty and to determine the special needs of 

pregnant and post-partum women with 

substance abuse problems. 

13 
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The design of this 

Collaborative Problem 

Solving Process was 

prepared by 

The Forsyth County 

Coalition. 

Phase 1: PROCESS INITIATION 

Step 1: Identify Major Areas of Concern 

A broad list of potential iss\les is generated and 

conceptually grouped into major areas of concern. 

Issues are prioritized and a single issue is selected 

for the focus of collaborative problem solving. 

Step 2: Gather Information about the 

Major Issue 

An initial list of problems that correlate with or 

contribute to the issue of concern is assembled. 

Step 3: Identify Stakeholders 

(Organizations and Individuals) A list is created of 

all individuals and groups (stakeholders) that could 

potentially participate in or benefit from a 

resolution of the issues. The list is validated to insure 

that the list is inclusive. Particular attention is paid 

to making sure disenfranchised elements of the 

community are involved. 

Step 4: Identify Stakeholders' Interests 

For each stakeholder, their relationship to the issue 

is defined and the potential benefits and costs that 

may result to them from resolution of the issue are 

identified. Cultural barriers to bringing 

disenfranchised shareholders to the table are 

identified. 

Step 5: Gain Commitment from Stakeholders 

Each stakeholder is instructed about the issue and 

the collaborative problem solving process and 

commits to participation. Procedural details are 

modified to gain commitment from as inclusive a 

group as possible. 

Phase II: PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Step 6: Get Broad Public Input about Problems 

Input is collected from stakeholders as well as 

diverse individuals and groups about problems that 

correlate with or contribute to the issue being 

addressed. 

Step 7: Identify Existing Resources 

A list is assembled of resources that currently exist 

to address problems for resolving the issue of 

Concern. 

Step 8: Problems are Defined 

Problems are cOl,lceptualized and orgal,lized imo 

logical categories of inter-related problems. 

Similar problems are either collapsed into single 

problems ot distil,lcrionsare elaborated. 'Problems 

are synthesized into a single list with additional 

documentation and defil,litiol,l. Dlffere~ces among 

stakeholders' defil,litions are resolved. 

Step 9: Problems are Validated 

Stakeholders evaluate each problem as stated and 

defined with reference to the degree to which it is 

an actual problem that serves as a barrier. 

Differences among stakeholders' validation of each 
i 

problem are resolved. 

Step 10: Problems are Prioritized 

Problems are ral,lked in the order in which they are 

to be addressed. Consensus is reached among 

stakeholders. 

Step 11: Inform Public about Problems 

The public is informed about the results of the 

problem definition phase. 



Phase III: SOLUTION GENERATION 

Step 12: Brainstorm Solutions 

Stakeholders participate in generating lists of 

solutions to prioritize problems. Solutions are 

sought from two perspectives, those which ar.e 

innovative and those which are based on existing 

technology. Stakeholders review existing resources 

to see which can be applied to resolution of the 

Issue. 

Step 13: Evaluate Solutions 
, 

Each solution is evaluated in terms of which 

stakeholder's in terests are served, which 

stakeholder's interests are compromised, how well 

solutions will solve the problem, and how easy or 

difficult solutions will be to implement. 

Step 14: Select Solutions 

From among solutions that are generated, 

stakeholders consider solutions and work to resolve 

differences until consensus about solutions is 

reached. 

Step 15: Develop ari Action Plan 

A detailed, written plan is developed for 

implementing action steps required to initiate, 

support, and maintain action. Stakeholders verify 

that agreed upon solutions are fully incorporated 

into the action steps. 

Phase N: RATIFICATION AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Step 16: Stakeholders RatifY Action Plans 

Stakeholders endorse the details of the 

action plan and make formal agreements to 

participate in appropriate parts of the plan. 

Step 17: Implement Action Plans 

Stakeholders and others assigned roles in 

implementation perform their agreed upon roles. 

Step 18: Evaluate Implementation 

The action plan is monitored and evaluated to 

determine the degree to which roles have been 

fulfUled, procedures have been followed and the 

status of the issue of concern has changed. 

Problems that arise for implementation of the 

action plan will be documented. 

Step 19: Celebrate Resolution ofIssues 

Successful resolution of issues of concern is 

publicized and rewarded. 

arties agree to 

work together to resolve 

common problems in a 

cooperative manner. 

'--------------------------------------------- ----- ---
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FOSTER CHILDREN IN CONNECTICUT 

About 383,000 abused and neglected children 

are in foster care at any time in the United 

States. Many are returned to their families 

within a relatively short period, but many other 

children are placed permanently outside their 

homes. Federal law requires that state courtS 

review every six months the cases of children in 

foster care. Further, the courts must establish 

within 18 months a plan for permanent 

placement outside the home provided they find 

reasonable, but unavailing efforts have been 

made to preclude the critical step of separating a 

child from parents. 

States have responded by requiring that 

their courts hold full, formal hearings involving 

all parties before what is called an ollt-of-home 

disposition is made. "Although intended to be 

focused on the best interests of the child, the 

court's procedures tend to engender an 

adversarial atmosphere ... " according to an 

Institllte of Judicial Administration (IJA) 

report. "Even if cases are ultimately settled pre

trial, parties develop entrenched positions early 

on ... with many destructive results." 

NIDR funded the lJA to examine and 

report on Connecticut's Case Status Conference, 

a dispute resolution alternative to formal foster 

care court hearings. In 1987, the Family 

Division of the state's Superior Court established 

the procedure as a means of determining the 

best interests of children involved in child 

protective and placement proceedings. 

The procedure convenes all parties in a 

nonadversarial setting. All parties means not 

just a child and parents and their attorneys, but 

an extended cast of social workers, court

appointed guardians, and state legal officials. 

Court officers use mediation techniques to help 

the parties understand the issues at hand and the 

positions of the various players and to resolve 

disagreements about a child's placement. 

Agreements reached in a conference are subject 

to court review. 

The lJA report ro NIDR found that the 

Connecticut-designed procedure "can serve as a 

national model for dealing with child protective 

and placement proceedings." The report 

continued: "The strength of the program lies in 

the fact that the goals of each Case Status 

Conference are modest and achievable, and that 

the primary goal ... is to enhance the 

understanding of the current situation by all 

interested parties and professionals. Resolution, 

while undeniably important, is relegated to 

secondary importance and so, paradoxically, 

more easily achieved. Even where complete 

airing of all the facets of these complex cases 

does not result in agreement, a judicial 

disposition is more readily achieved when the 

legal and social issues are clearly articulated and 

information has been gathered and stipulated." 

The report also said the Connecticut 

program "has the potential of empowering 

parents who, in their own sense of chaos, have 

found it easier to ignore or mistreat their 

children than to face up to their parental and 

societal responsibilities. These parents, 

excluding those guilry of chronic or criminal 

acts, can be better helped to resume full 

responsibiliry for their children through the 

Case Status Conf':!rencing procedure." 

17 
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MEDICAL ETHICS IN 

NEW MEXICO 

Remarkable advances in medicine mean that 

human life now can be sustained artificially, in 

some cases indefinitely. To grapple with the 

difficult questions that accompany gains in 

medical technology, hospitals increasingly turn 

to ethics committees. Medical ethics 

committees now routinely address perplexing 

questions such as whether and under what 

circumstances to sustain life. It is estimated that 

more than 60 percent of hospitals and a rapidly 

growing number of allied f.'lcilities such as 

nursing homes have ethics committees. 

According to researchers at the Institute for 

Public Law at the University of New Mexico 

School of Law, these committees are growing 

increasingly sophisticated in the substance of 

medical ethics. But the researchers found that 

relatively little attention had been given to the 

processes committees use to assist them in 

providing education, policy advice, and "a case 

review function [that] involves assisting doctors 

and patients or their families in making a wide 

range of medical decisions that often have 

psychological, social, legal, economic and 

spiritual dimensions." 

With assistance from the Innovation Fund, 

the researchers examined whether mediation and 

facilitation techniques commonly used in 

dispute resolution, if adapted for use by medical 

ethics committees, could help in dealing with 

the tough cases the committees face. They 

found that, indeed, the techniques were useful, 

adding that how mediation and facilitation 

"can best assist committees depends on an 

understanding of each committee's role in its 

institution, the applicable sources of committee 

power, the types of cases typically coming before 

the committee, and the committee's goals in 

consultation." The researchers produced a 

manual that ethics committees can use in 

incorporating dispute resolution techniques into 

their work. NIDR scheduled publication in late 

1993 of materials related to the project. 

19 
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OPEN ADOPTION IN OREGON 

It used to be that adoption meant severing all 

ties between parent and child. No longer. 

In some adoptions today, birth and adoptive 

parents know each other and birth parents retain 

rights to visit their child. 

Propo'lents of these so-called open 

adoptions quote experts as saying adopted 

children must learn who they are in relation ro 

two sets of parents before they can fully develop 

their own identities. ''Adoptive families must 

accept the critical notion that it is an identity 

dilemma to have two sets of parents, often one 

known and one unknown, and that this 

dilemma has to be addressed openly throughout 

life by all adoptees and their adoptive parents," 

according to Open Adoption and Family 

Services of Eugene, Oregon. "Now experts 

generally agree that open disclosure is the 

soundest way ro £'lcilitate the best psychological 

health of the child." 

But how can agreement between birth and 

adoptive parents in open adoptions be achieved? 

Open Adoption's answer was to pioneer the use 

of mediation in developing written accords 

between the parties. In its view, parties "are best 

served when they plan the adoption together 

with the help of a mediator." 

With support from the Innovation Fund, 

the organization surveyed a large sample of the 

persons involved in open adoptions. They 

questioned 129 birth and adoptive parents in 56 

adoptions whose adoptions were an average of 

4.5 years old. The survey found that 98.2 

percent of birth and adoptive parents were 

keeping mediated adoption agreements with 

respect to the potentially delicate issue of visits 

to the child by birth parents. Further: "Most 

participants, 75.1 percent, reported no conflict 

in their relationship. Of those who reported 

some conflict, most, 71.1 percent, reported that 

the conflict was solved or mostly solved. They 

were satisfied with their contact with each 

other-adoptive parents, 79.1 percent, and birth 

parents, 94.4 percent. Most significantly, 93.8 

percent of all respondents were satisfled with 

having their adoptions be open." 

To the survey's authors, the results suggest 

that a "mediated adoption process with a written 

agreement in open adoptions significantly 

reduces conflict and enhances satisfaction and 

cooperation between birth and adoptive 

parents." 

21 
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THE RIGHTS OF 

PENSIONERS EVERYWHERE 

Some innovations in dispute resolution are 

meant to serve the interests of great numbers of 

people. An Innovation Fund grant to the 

Pension Rights Center in Washington, D.C. 

helped the center develop a dispute resolution 

system to settle private pension disputes that 

many older citizens find difficult, if not 

impossible, to litigate. The system is called the 

ERISA Early Expert Evaluation (4-E) Program, 

and it has drawn considerable attention in the 

federal government. 

Here's how the Pension Rights Center 

describes the need for the program. 

"In recent years, millions of workers and 

retirees have won important new rights under 

private pension laws. Yet many individuals 

continue to retire without benefits because they 

are unable to enforce their legal rights. 

"The problem arises from the statutory 

scheme created by the federal private pension 

law, the Employee Retirement Income Security 

Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA governs the 

pension rights of 80 million participants in 

900,000 private plans. Currently, the only 

recourse provided by ERISA for participants 

who have been denied benefits by their plans' 

internal claims procedure is to file a lawsuit. 

"The reliance on private enforcem'!nt 

presents a series of obstacles to participants 

seeking to challenge a denial of benefits. 

At the earliest stage in the life of a pension 

dispute, they find that there is no government 

agency to turn to for individualized information 

about the legality of a plan's benefit denial 

decision. Then, once they know that they have 

a good case, they learn that it is extremely 

difficult to find a lawyer in private practice 

willing to pursue their claim. 

"But even if these problems are overcome, a 

greater obstacle remains. Many workers and 

retirees find it impossible to secure their benefits 

because the only impartial dispute resolution 

process that ERISA provides is costly litigation. 

The legal fees and other expenses incurred in 

bringing an ERISA benefit claim to trial often 

far outweigh the modest monthly benefits at 

stake. For some, the costs are prohibitive. 

Older participants may be particularly wary of 

delay, stress, and other nonpecuniary 

'transaction costs' of court proceedings. 

"Lawyers often share their clients' reluctance 

to proceed to litigation. Plaintiffs' lawyers who 

have taken pension benefits cases to court have 

told us that they frequently counsel clients 

against litigation, particularly where a case 

involves complex ERISA concepts that may be 

difficult to explain to a federal court judge, or if 

courts in that circuit have shown disinterest in 

small, highly individualized benefit claims. 

They also advise against litigation where a plan 

with a 'deep pocket' might effectively 'bury' a 

participant in costly motions or burdensome 

discovery requests. 

23 



"The logical choice for addressing this 

serious deficiency in the ERISA enforcement 

scheme is dispute resolution .... The ERISA 

Early Expert Evaluation (the 4-E program) 

model is designed to settle private pension 

disputes through the voluntary participation of 

the pa?ties in a nonbinding, low-cost process 

that provides them with a neutral expert's 

evaluation of the merits of their positions and 

the likely outcome ofligation." 

HOW THE 4-E PROGRAM WOULD WORK , . . 

24 

. . 

According to its authors) here is how the 

4-E program would work in. resolving dis

putes over private pension benefit claims. 

"A neutral pension expert facilitates' 

informal discussions between the parties, 

assesSes the merits of their respective 

positions, helps them explore settlement 

options, and presents an evaluation of the. 

likely outcome oflitigation. The 4-E 

program will be available to individuals 

claiming. rights to hen,efits from private 

pension plans covered by the Employee 

Retirement ~ncome Security Act' of 1974 

(ERISA). Claims may \)e submitted to the 

,4-E program at any point after exhaustion 

of the plan's in.ternal tWo-step daims 0 

pro~edure, either before a.complainf is 

filed in court or during the pretrial stage 

upon referral by a judge: 

"Participation i~ completely voluntary 

for both parties to the dispute. Neither 

party waives any legal rights by 

participating in 4-E, and the process is 

'tonipletely confidential. The program is 

designed to be established by federal 

legislation and administered by the U.S. 

Department of La bot. A 4-E board of 

dispute resolution and pension experts 

appointed by the secretary of labor will set 

policy guidelines and professional 

standards for the progr~m. 
"In the analysis stage, the neutral Willl\;( 

review the claims procedure record, obtain 

additional infbrmation, identif'ytheissues 

in dispute, and assess the poti~tial for 

settlement.. In the evaluation,stage, the' 
neutral will meet joind}"with all parties to 

determine areas of consensus and 
~ -. - , 

settlement options. IfSettlem~nt}snot 
reachedllinitially;· the neutJlll wiHQl'hlly 

If ' 

. present to the parties/an assessment of the 

strength of their claims and the probable 

results of a trial, and further explore the 

possibility of settlement~" 
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COURTS 

COMPREHENSIVE PURPOSE 

DISPUTE RESOLUTION In the words of the Supreme Court of New 

The day may be coming when courts in every Jersey, the purpose of these systems is "to fulfill 

state routinely provide methods to settle most the commitment to provide the highest quality 

disputes without going to trial. That's true for of justice possible." The purpose of our Courts 

divorcing a spouse, or suing an auto mechanic, Program is to foster their development and 

or fighting with a landlord. By the end of 1992, adoption throughout America. 

26 states and the District of Columbia-most 

with our assistance-were in some stage of 

exploring or adopting what are cdled 

comprehensive, statewide dispute resolutivn 

systems for their courts. 

Comprehensive means the courts offer a full 

set of dispute resolution merhods either at the 

courthouse or by referring cases to outside 

neutrals. 

Statewide means that these methods are 

integrated into the delivery of justice in every 

local court jurisdiction. 

The movement toward comprehensive, 

statewide systems represents a revolution from 

the time when the only dispute settlement 

method state courts provided was going to trial. 

It means that courts can offer a variety of 

methods such as mediation, arbitration, or early 

neutral evaluation as alternatives to litigation 

(see glossary for definitions). 

Our program to foster comprehensive 

dispute resolution systems for state courts 

originated in an emphasis on court-ordered 

arbitration, an important element of the typical 

comprehensive system. During tile 1980s, 

NIDR helped eleven states to adopt, expand, or 

explore the use of (f)Urt-ordered arbitration. 

A turning point in the movement toward 

statewide systems was the landmark 1988 

National Conference on Dispute Resolution and 

the State Courts, sponsored by the State Justice 

Institute, the National Center for State Courts, 

and NIDR. The 300 participants at the 

invitational conference came from more than 40 

states and included five state chief justices, state 

and appellate court judges, state and local court 

managers, legislators, executive branch officials, 

consumer advocates, business and insurance 

executives, and members of professions ranging 

from architecture to medicine. 

25 
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THE NEW JERSEY EXAMPLE: 

ONE STATE'S COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM 

New Jersey is well along in establishing a 

statewide dispute resolution system in its state 

courts. The state supreme court requires that 

every local court jurisdiction provide 

• the opportunity for people involved in 

civil suits and their attorneys to opt for dispute 

settlement programs that include early neutral 

evaluation, mediation, and arbitration 

• arbitration programs (already required by 

law) to set~le disputes arising from automobile 

accidents and personal injuries 

• a device called the early settlement panel 

to help resolve economic issues in divorce cases 

• mediation to settle custody and visitation 

disputes in family court 

• mediation for the resolution of 

community disputes, and 

• mediation of small claims cases. 

Feyond these requirements, the New Jersey 

Suoreme Court encourages local courts to be 

cr~ative, even a little daring. It advocates both 

d at they experiment on their own and adopt 

sl'ttlement approaches used successfully in other 

jurisdictions. 

To cite examples, the supreme court 

• suggests that local jurisdictions 

experiment "with creative alternatives for the 
I 

resolution of... family problems." It cites two 

county courts that "use referees to hear informal 

matters ... which involve minor juvenile offenses 

and recommend dispositions (other than 

incarceration) to the judge." 

• advises that "mediation may be 

appropriate in some family crisis cases and in 

resolution of some continuing support issues, 

once support has been established by the judge." 

• looks £worably on "mediation as an 

alternative to probation violation hearings for 

juvenile probationers who are having difficulty 

complying with the technical conditions of their 

probationary periods." 

• notes that in "many counties the bench 

and bar have established panels of one to four 

attorneys to conduct settlement conferences in 

selected cases in which trial has been scheduled. 

Generally, negligence, medical malpractice, and 

contract cases are panelled." 

Implicit in the court's master plan, which 

is designed to do no less than transform the 

state's system of delivering justice, "is the 

understanding that in some instances justice will 

be best served by providing opportunities to 

individuals and groups to resolve their disputes 

without resort to trial presided over by a judge. 

On the other hand, dispute reso]ut!on programs 

should not be used in circumstances where 

judges would provide a better quality of justice." 

27 
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HOW NIDR IS HELPING 

That understanding is implicit as well in the 

plans of many other states. Through our 

CourtS Program, NIDR is working with 

many jurisdictions to develop statewide, 

comprehensive dispute resolution systems. 

Some instances: 

Arizona Institute funding provided 

educational, administrative, and technical 

assistance as the state moved toward realization 

of a legislatively mandated system. 

Colorado The Colorado Judicial Institute 

received a NIDR grant to develop a model and 

recommendations for a comprehensive dispute 

resolution system for the state. 

Georgia With our support, a joint 

commission has developed a plan to implemem 

a statewide system. 

Illinois Institute funding assisted the state 

court system in developing dispute resolution 

programs and policies. 

Maine NIDR enabled the Commission to 

Study the Future of Maine's Courts to examine 

the place of dispute resolution in the future of 

the state's judicial process. 

Massachusetts Our grant supported the 

start-up of a Multi-Door Courthouse in 

Massachusetts. 

Nebraska The Institute has awarded a grant 

to integrate mediation into the state's legal 

system. 

New Jersey We supported the conference 

that introduced a statewide master plan for a 

comprehensive system to planning and advisory 

committees in each local court jurisdiction. 

North Carolina The Institute funded a 

pilot program testing mediated settlement 

conferences in eight judicial districts and a study 

of the effects of this dispute resolution method. 

Ohio The Ohio Bar Foundation received 

Institute support to fund the court-related 

components of a state dispute resolution system 

that involves both the state's executive and 

judicial branches. 

Tennessee We supported a conference 

called to prompt development of a statewide 

dispute resolution commission. 

Virginia The Institute funded a pilot 

program operating in the juvenile and domestic 

relations court of Prince William County. 

Technical Assistance NIDR provides 

individual technical assistance to states planning 

to implement statewide programs. In November 

1991, we sponsored a national technical 

assistance conference on dispute resolution in 

state courts that brought together 50 

representatives from 17 states. A year later, we 

sponsored a regional conference that drew 

representatives from 12 western states. This 

continuing series of conferences examines a 

variety of court~based dispute resolution 

methods, considers how states can plan for 

comprehensive systems, and addresses how such 

systems can be monitored and evaluated. 



TOUGH QUESTIONS 

AT A COURTS CONFERENCE 

When NIDR held a national technical assistance 

conference on dispute resolution and the courts, 

the tough, recurring questions that surround 

establishing comprehensive, statewide systems 

quickly surf.'lced. For example: 

How can judges be persuaded that dispute 

resolution options are good for litigants and 

don't deprive them of their rights? Conferees 

said it takes time. Advocates should point out 

that dispute resolution methods complement 

existing court processes and are not meant to 

supersede them. They say most judges who 

have experience over time with examples of 

AS MAINE GOES . .. 

The Commission to Study the Future of 

Maihe's Courts included several questions 

about dispute resolution in a survey h con

ducted of 350 members of the public. 

The results were reported in a commission 

report:. 

"When asked whether, 'we'd be better 

off in Maine if more people used arbitra

tors and mediators to resolve disputes 

instead of going to. trial,' 63 petcent agreed 

strongly and 18 percent agreed somewhat. 

(Eight percent disagreed and 11 percent 

had no opinion.) 

"Seventy-five percent agreed that 

courts should provide mediators or arbi-

successful court-based dispute programs become 

supportive of them. But they must be 

persuaded, so relevant empirical data should be 

gathered and made available to them. Planners 

must address the specific concerns judges raise 

and build their efforts around providing them 

with concrete responses anchored in the 

experiences of effective programs. Enlisting 

judges already sympathetic to dispute resolution 

programs also helps. 

Which type of cases should get referred to 

which types of dispute resolution methods? The 

answer: There are no nationally established hard 

and fast rules that would say, for example, 

whether a tangled dispute between a homeowner 

trators as an alternative to trial. (Seven 

percent disagreed and 14 percent had no 

opinion.) 

"When askedll,ow they would prefer 

to resolve a problem over a defective refrig-,~; 

erator, 44 percent indicated that they 

would prefer to take the case to a commu

nity mediation centel; 30 percent indicat-

ed they would prefer to sue the store ancl 

have the dispute mediated by a court 

mediator, nine percent responded that 

they would prefer to sue the store and have 

the judge decide, and 17 percent had no 
•• n 
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and a homebuilder should go to mediation or 

arbitration or whether a personal injury case 

should go to early neutral evaluation or end up 

in summary jury trial. It's up to planners in 

each state to set guidelines and policies that 

reflect local sentiment and common sense. 

This means that planners must follow the usual 

course of policy and guideline formation: 

complete a needs assessment, evaluate the 

feasibility in local courts of individual dispute 

resolution methods, review existing programs, 

consider the policy issues involved in 

procedures, rulemaking, and other important 

program choices, and plan evaluations carefuIly. 

There was a simple, clear answer as to why 

50 key officials from 17 states attended the 

conference. In the words of a participant from 

Maine, "There is dissatisfaction with the court 

system. It takes too long and it costs too much. 

We should be looking to obtain earlier 

settlements of disputes." 

Technical assistance conferences dealing 

with statewide, comprehensive dispute 

resolution systems are a continuing part of the 

Institute's Courts Program. 

A LAWYER SHOULD ADVISE A CLIENT . .. 

30 

In 1992, Chief Justice Luis D. Rovira of 

the Supreme Court of Colorado 

announced that the court and the State 

legislature took separate steps that "will 

have a profound effect on the way in 

which law is practiced in our state." 

First, the state's high court told 

lawyers they should let clip.nts know about 

dispute resolution methods. Newlyadopt

ed Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

say: 

"In a matter involVIng or expected to 

involve litigation, a lawyer should advise 

the client of alternative forms of dispute 

resolution whi.ch might reasonably be pur

sued to attempt to resolve the legal dispute 

or to reach the legal objective sought." 

An accompanying comment to the 

rule adds: 

"Common forms of ADR include 

arbitration, mediation, and negotiations. 

Depending\lPon the circumstances, it 

may be appropriate for the lawyer to dis

cUss with the client factors such as cost, 

speed, effects of existing relationships, 

confidentiality and privacy, scope oErelieE, 

statutes of limitation, and relevant proce

dural rules and statutes," 

Meanwhile, the legislature amended 

the state's Dispute Resolution Act to grant 

courts authority to refer cases "to any 

ancillary form of ADR." 



STATEWIDE OFFICES 

STATEWIDE OFFICES OF MEDIATION 

With financial support and technical assistance 

from NIDR, fourteen states in the past decade 

have established small, energetic offices that 

champion the uses of dispute resolution to setrle 

public policy disputes. These are disputes over 

which government has some control. They 

often involve large numbers of people split into 

bitterly divided factions. Battles occur over such 

matters as siting waste dumps, developing land, 

issuing government regulations, and allocating 

public resources. These are the types of disputes 

that can rouse strong emotions and lead to 

lawsuits that seemingly never are resolved. An 

example, noted in these pages, is a dispute over a 

garbage-to-electricity plant that the Florida 

Growth Management Conflict Resolution 

Consortium helped ro resolve. 

Each office has a different name 

(our generic term is statewide office of 

mediation). Whatever they are called, the 

offices tend to be dispute resolution hubs within 

the wheels of state government. As such, they 

not only work to resolve public policy disputes 

bur also train government and other leaders in a 

variety of dispute resolution approaches. In 

addition, they seek ro introduce a dispute 

resolution outlook into the infrastructure of 

state government and into arenas beyond it. 

The offices are experimental, and their 

survival is not guaranteed, particularly in rough 

economic times. Each demonstrates an 

inventive adaptability in matching mediation, 

collaboration, negotiation, and like methods to 

the distinctive characteristics and circumstances 

of its state. Most operate in at least 

two of the following ways: 

Intervention Program officials either 

direcrly mediate public policy disputes or help 

parties in disputes link up with dispute 

resolution professionals. 

Training The office conducts or fosters 

training in dispute resolution for state 

government agencies and officials, community 

leaders, and others. 

Systems Design The office designs and 

implements dispute resolution systems for other 

state agencies. 

Public Education The office goes beyond 

the precincts of public policy disputes and state 

government and helps to educate the public at 

large in the methods and benefits of dispute 

resolution. 

Courts Several offices have established 

relationships with the courts on matters ranging 

from training and referral of cases to actually 

being housed in the state court system, as is the 

case with Hawaii. 

31 
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MEDIATING A STATE 

CRACKDOWN ON A COUNTY 

Problem When Florida's Department of 

Environmental Regulation (DER) decided to 

crackdown on alleged violations at Dade 

County's resource recovery plant, it demanded 

$600,000 in penalties, the largest amount the 

agency ever sought against a local government. 

It also set in motion what became an example of 

how a statewide office of mediation can 

intervene successfully in important public policy 

disputes, at notable savings in time and money. 

The plant is a 3,OOO-ton-a-day, waste-to

energy facility operated by the private Monteney 

Corporation under contract to the county that 

surrounds Miami. Its job is to transform 

garbage into electricity. It had a controversial 

history involving significant environmental 

problems under a previous operator. Now 

the plant was said to be guilty of storm-water, 

ground-water, and operations violations. 

The violations raised concerns about chemicals 

leeching into the area's water supply. 

To complicate matters, Monteney, despite 

community and environmental opposition, 

indicated it would seek a permit to expand the 

plant. 

Parties In an attempt to setrle a growing 

conflict over the penalties, the parties-the 

DER, the county's attorneys and administrators, 

and the chief executive officer and attorney for 

Monteney-called in the Florida Growth 

Management Conflict Resolution Consortium. 

P:rocess Step one for the Consortium was to 

convene a premediation u).eeting. The parties 

selected a mediator, set the scope of 

negotiations, discussed guidelines for dealing 

with the news media, potentially affected 

parties, and corporate documents that contained 

proprietary information, and dealt with the level 

and timing of participation by homeowners and 

environmental groups. 

Step two was the first mediation session, at 

which an agenda was established. The agenda 

included a review of possible ways to correct 

matters tied to storm-water management, 

ground-water contamination, and odor control, 

and how to deal with penalties. The parties 

established guidelines for inspecting the plant 

and had productive technical discussions. 

Step three was once the principal parties 

esrablished a framework for setrlement, 

community and environmental groups were 

briefed on the progress to date and asked to tell 

negotiators what they wanted as part of an 

agreement. An example was a program for 

controlling odors from the plant. 

Outcome The mediation led to a 

settlement that included $1 million in 

improvements to the plant and the surrounding 

community affected by the plant in lieu of the 

$600,000 in penalties. Examples of 

improvements are new procedures for collecting 
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household hazardous waste such as paints, 

batteries, used oil, and mercury. The county 

paid $45,000 to the state for the state's legal 

costs. 

Time The premediation was held in 

December 1991. Six days of mediation took 

place between January and March 1992. Dade 

County commissioners approved the final 

agreement in May 1992. 

Costs The parties paid the mediators 

$6,105 and their expenses. Participants 

estimated that mediation saved between 

$200,000 and $500,000 in anticipated 

litigation cOSts. 

CASES IN DISPUTE: 

THE HAWAIIAN EXPERIENCE 

Statewide offices of mediation seek to help settle 

disputes and encourage consensus in areas where 

government has a direct or implied interest. 

What does that mean in real life? An answer is 

suggested in this sample of cases that Hawaii's 

Center for Alternative Dispute Resolution 

handled in a recent year. The center, an early 

NIDR grantee, seeks to make mediation services 

widely available in cases that directly involve 

state and county government or that are referred 

to the center by government officials. 

Center cases include: 

Ancestral Lands Mediation of threatened 

litigation over rights to a large tract of ancestral 

land inherited by an extended family of native 

Hawaiians. Agreements were reached and 

litigation avoided. 

Golf and Housing Mediation of permit 

disputes pending before the State Land Use 

Commission and the Maui Planning 

Commission over a proposed golf course and 

housing development. Agreements were reached 

and threatened litigation was avoided. 

Mental Health Convening of a policy 

discussion that focused on prospective 

prescription privileges for psychologists. 

Six months of mediated discussions yielded 

recommendations for improving the treatment 

of mental illness in Hawaii. The recommen

dations went to the Hawaiian legislature which 

had requested the policy discussion. 

Service Delivery Mediation between two 

agencies involved in the delivery of state-funded 

sexual assault and family treatment services on 

Kauai. A working agreement was reached. 

United Way Facilitation of a series of 

meetings between board members of the Waikiki 

Community Center and representatives of the 

United Way over property management and 

service planning issues. Issues were narrowed 

and agreements reached. 

Psychiatry Department A facilitated 

strategic planning retreat for the Department of 

Psychiatty at the University of Hawaii's School 

of Medicine. The retreat was called to update 

the department's mission statement and establish 

consensus on the department's goals and 

objectives for the 1990s. 
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THE TRANSBOUNDARY INITIATIVE 

The concept behind statewide offices of 

mediation is being tested not only interstate but 

also across the border into Canada. With a 

$50,000 grant from NIDR, the North Dakota 

Consensus Council set in motion the 

Transboundary Initiative. The Initiative is an 

ambitious effort to explore the development of a 

joint public-private dispute resolution service for 

Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, 

Wyoming, and the three Canadian provinces of 

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. 

Shared environmental and natural resource 

problems and a common desire to solve them 

provided an important impetus for the attempt 

to create an international public policy dispute 

resolution service for the region. The project 

leaders summed up the need for the service: 

"[The region's states and provinces] 

are characterized by open space, rural 

communities, natural resource-based economies, 

and small human populations. This area is 

seeking to position itself for a significant role in 

an international economy. The states and 

~.rovinces ... are confronted with social, 

economic and environmental conflicts that have 

been difficult to resolve in the traditional 

legislative, administrative, and judicial forums. 

Disputes over major issues of public policy are 

endemic .... Major disputes are occurring 

regarding environmental resources, economic 

development, health care, water, government 

structure, government revenue, and human 

services. Some are trans boundary issues .... " 

Richard J. Gross, who served as counsel for 

former Governor George A. Sinner of North 

Dakota, called the possibility of a regional 

dispute resolution service "a real opportunity to 

do together what we may be unable to do 

separately and establish further connections 

among our states and provinces for a central 

region of North America with potential similar 

to that of a Pacific Rim." 

Alberta 

Mdmana 

South Dakota 

\'\fyoming 
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. . STATEWfDE OFFI 'S DEVELOPMENT " . . ' 
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1984-85 

Hawaii Center for Alternative Disput~ Resolution 

Massachusetts Office of Djsput~ 'Resoluti~,n 

Minnesota Office of Dispute Resolution i 
____________ ~--------------------------~--------~--~----------------~----------~~. 1 l 

New Jersey 
-If 

Office of Dispute Settlement /' i 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~ ~ ~/ i 1988-90 

Florida 

Ohio 

Oregon 

1991 

New Hampshire 

1992 

California 

Maine 

Texas 

Vermont 

1993 

*Montana 

*New York 

*Washington 
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Florida Growth Management Conflict Resolution Copsortium 

Ohio Commission on Dispute Resolution and Confl,ict Mabagement 

Oregon Dispute Resolution Commission - Public Policy Program 
() 

" 
New England Center Program on Consensus and Conflict Resolution 

(University of New Hampshire) 

A collaboration of the.Public Policy Mediation Project (California State 

University-Sacramento) and C~mmon Ground Law and PubliC Policy Programs 
(University of California-Davis) 

Maine Consensus Project 

Center for Public Policy Dispute Resolution (University of Texas Law School) 

I 

The Governot's Comission;:ca Dispute Resolution· I 
North Da~ota and Mo~tanatookthe lead in c:;stab!ishing an int~r~t~re~ U.S.-?anadi.a~l 
office, of dIspute resoiutlOn referred to as The Ttansboundary Initiative, that, ln add1tlon I 
to themselves, serves Idaho, South Dakota, Wyomttig, and the Canadian provinces ofl 
Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. ! 

Center for Dispute Resolution - Office of the Governor 

New York State Forum on Conflict and Consensus, Inc. 

Washington State Governor's Office of Finance and Management 

*NIDR provided technical assistance andlor funding 

to these offices during fiscal year 1993-94. 



EDUCATION 

HIGHER AND 

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 

One of the principal programs during our first 

ten years funded the development of a rich 

library of curriculum materials for use in higher 

• A third result is the diverse and creative 

way that educators and scholars have responded 

to the task of devising classroom materials. On 

accompanying pages is an example of a teaching 

exercise developed by Institute grantees. Readers 

and professional education. Our purpose was to can try their hand at learning about an aspect of 

significantly increase teaching and research in 

dispute resolution across many academic and 

professional Jisciplines. By the end of 1992, we 

had awarded almost 200 grants and research 

fellowships to scholars at m0re than 160 colleges 

and universities. The program focused on law 

schools and graduate schools of business, public 

administration, public aff.'lirs, public policy, 

planning and, in recent y.::ars, continuing 

professional education. It is these schools which 

produce many of the leaders of the future who 

will be able to use dispute resolution methods in 

ways that promote society's interests . 

• A major result of the program is our 

contribution to the rapid development and 

growth of dispute resolution courses in college 

and universities, notably at the graduate 

professional and law school level. Almost all of 

the nation's law schools and at least a third of its 

graduate schools of business education have 

integrated dispute resolution courses into their 

curriculum . 

• Another result is the remarkable increase 

in dispute resolution teaching materials. The 

publications list starting on page 69 includes 

more than one hundred books, reports, and 

associated documents developed from our 

funding alone. This collection of curriculum 

materials is a significant measure of the 

program's accomplishments. 

dispute resolution. 

As NIDR entered the 1990s, the program 

in higher and professional education continued, 

albeit at a reduced pace. For example, we 

published the first-ever dispute resolution 

teaching materials for continuing legal 

education. The materials were prepared for 

NIDR by scholars at George Mason University 

and the University of Texas School of Law. 

In February 1993, NIDR cosponsored a 

national conference with the Stanford University 

Center on Conflict and Negotiation (SCCN). 

The purpose was to bring together 50 leading 

law professors and social scientists to examine 

different perspectives on dispute resolution, 

conflict, and negotiation. NIDR also schpduled 

the publication of SCCN's book, Barriers {() 

Negotiation, a summary of conference papers. 
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

FOR LAWYERS 

"Most attorneys recognize that litigation is a last 

resort for settling disputes, to be used only when 

other less acrimonious and expensive means of 

resolution have failed. Today there are a number 

of alternative methods of dispute resolution 

available, some independent of the courts and 

some part and parcel of courts' pretrial 

procedures. Many of these procedures are new, 

the products of experimentation over the last 

couple of decades loosely referred to as the 'ADR 

movement.' The various ADR mechanisms all 

introduce third parties into the dispute 

resolution process, 

A. To reduce the investment of legal and 

managerial time and money required by 

litigation; and 

B. To reduce the acrimony engendered by 

the adversarial stance of litigation. 

"The various processes, however, differ 

greatly among themselves-as to the role played 

by the third parry, the manner in which the 

third party is selected, and the degree of control 

that the parties retain over both the process and 

the result." 

From NIDR's Dispute Resolution: 

Materials for Continuing Legal Education 

FOR LEADERS, PROFESSIONALS, 

AND MANAGERS 

A tenet of our program in higher education is 

that leaders, professionals, and managers should 

know and understand the basics of dispute 

resolution and be able to apply them to their 

fields. For this reason, we established a 

continuing series of teaching materials that are 

among the most requested ofNIDR's 

publications. Two notable examples are 

The Manager as Negotiator and Dispute Resolver 

and The Planner as Dispute Resolver: Concepts 

and Teaching Materials. 
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The Escalation Game 

is one of a series of 

gaming ~ercises 

developed by 

Peter C. Cramton 

of the Yale School 

of Organization 

and Management 

for professional courses 

dealing with dispute 

resolution. Cramton 

says the exercises were 

designed to "give 

students a chance 

to think actively 

about conflict situations 

a.nd devel()p skills to 

efficiently resolve them." 

A classic situation ·of conflict arises when two 

or more parties claim rights to a particular 

object that only one tan own. Often fights 

over the object f:nsue as a result of conflicting 

c;Jaims. Although fighting is costly to both 

sides, each is hoping to convincetbe other 

patty to withdraw their claims and walk away. 

There is a natural tendency for the fighting to 

continue or escalate, since the cost of fighting 

today is small relative to the value of the 

object, and by not fighting a party forgoes any 

chance of obtaining the object. 

Several standard situations of conflict 

resemble the escalation game; For example, 

imagine two animals simuhaneously finding a 

piece of meat (or alternately a desirable mate) 

in the forest. Each wants the meat for itself 

and is willing to fight in the hopes that the 

other will go away. As another example, con

sider a market with two competing firms and 

sufficiently high fixed costs that the market is 

not profitable with both firms operating but is 

profitable for one firm by itself The firms 

may compete as an unprofitable duo~oly until 

one ()f the firms decides to abandon the market 

and forego the chance at mon()polistic profits. 

Finally; in conflicts between nations, the escala~ 

tion of the conflict into a state of war is similar 

to the escalation game. 

All of these situations have certain general 

features found in every two-party escalation 

game: 

• Each side can walk away without fight

ing but forfeits its claim on the object by 

doing so. 

• The value of the object is worth mbre 

than the cost of fighting for one period; there

fore, fighting is worthwhile if you think that 

the other will concede if yoU;:~ut up a fight. 

•. A willil).gness (or ev~}{ eagerness) to fight 

is beneficial if it convinces the other side that 

fighting is unptotltable, but is potentially dan

genius jf the other side makes similar commit

ments to fight. 

• Disaster results if both sides employ 

"fight to the death" strategies; that is, the value 

()f the object is small relative to the cost of aU

out escalation by both sides. 



THE GAME 
A new shopping mall has opened in the stable 

community of West more. Somewii~t surpris

ingly two firms, Dance! and Jazzco, specializing 

in dance clothing and accessories, have rented 

~pace in the new mall. E<].ch is disappointed by 

the presence of the other, since the community 

is too small to profitably support two tap 

stores. With both stores in operation, each 

will lose $1,000 per month, whereas the net 

present value of being the only dance store in 

the mall is. $10,000. The stores have one 

month leases with Dance!'s lease starting on 

the first of the month and Jazzco's starting in 

the middle oEthe month. Both store ownets 

have limited funds to draw upon. The owner 

of Dance! has $30,000, and the owner of 

Jazzco has $34,000. Thus, if after thirty 

months, neither firm has left the mall, Dance! 

will be forced to leave because the owner will 

be unable to pay the rent. 

You are to play the role of the owner of 

one of the two firms. Each month you must 

decide whether to renew your lease or exit 

from the mall. You are furious with the owner 

of the other store for trading on your territolY, 

and because of this you are unwilling to talk to 

the other owner about a possible settlement of 

this problem. Side payments to encourage the 

other to leave are not possible. 

The game begins with both firms in oper

ation, and Dance! is deciding on whether to 

sign the current lease or leave the mall imme

diately. If Dance! decides to leave, then J azzco 

gets the full monopoly profits of$10,000. 

Otherwise, if Dance! decides to stay, then 

Jazzco must decide whether to leave or stay. 

IfJazzco leaves then it gets $0, ami. Dance! 

gets $10,000-1000=$9000; whereas ifJazzco 

stays then Dance! must decide again whether 

to leave or stay. This process continues until 

one of the firms decides to leave the mall or 

until thirty months have passed in which 

case Dance! must leave. 

results 

if both sides employ "fight 
to the death" strategies. 
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN 

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY 

SCHOOLS 

For most of us, school is our first encounter with 

people who are different from us. School is also 

where we first face pressure ro fit in and succeed. 

It's a formula for the likelihood of at least 

occasional conflict. 

Schoolyard fights, angry rivalry among 

cliques, and exchanges of bitter words are the 

staple byproducts of school that often warranted 

sanctions ranging from a few demerits to a trip 

ro the principal's office ro suspension. 

Today, however, more and more schools are 

trying a different approach for s:\ealing with 

disruptive, increasingly violent conflicts. 

They are training selected students to mediate 

conflicts between peers. Some schools also 

encourage the use of conflict resolution 

techniques in dealing with student-faculty 

disputes. 

Launched in 1992, NIDR's new youth 

program is designed ro increase the number and 

improve the quality of conflict resolution 

programs in schools and in other settings serving 

youth. We seek ro promote multicultural 

understanding, the reduction of prejudice, and 

the prevention of violence by bringing the tools 

of conflict resolution and cooperative problem 

solving to young people. 

The first step in the program has been to 

encourage conflict resolution training for 

teachers. In late 1992, we funded efforts by the 

National Association for Mediation in 

Education (NAME) to develop curriculum 

materials for both preservice and inservice 

training at schools of education. In addition, we 

have provided information and technical 

assistance to state and local programs to help in 

the development of systemwide conflict 

resolution skill enhancement. 

In partnership with the National Institute 

for Citizen Education in the Law (NICEL), we 

launched a three-year project sponsoring mock 

mediation competitions for secondary school 

students. The pilot phase is scheduled for 

January 1994 in Cleveland, Philadelphia, and 

Sacramento, where students will demonstrate 

their mediation skills in local competitions. The 

NIDR-NICEL project also plans to develop a 

blueprint for principals for devising their own 

dispute resolution programs in schools. The 

project includes a research component to 

determine the makeup of a successful program. 

On the following page is a flyer from 

NAME that lists ten reasons for instituting a 

school-based mediation program. 
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TEN REASONS FOR INSTITUTING A SCHOOL-BASED MEDIATION PROGRAM 

A review of program descriptions reveals that the 

following reasons most commonly motivate those 

who wish to promote mediation in the schools: 

1. Conflict is a natural human state oft~n , ' 

accompanying changes in out' institutions 

or personal growth. It is better approached with 

skills than avoidance. 

2. More appropriate and effective systems are 

needed to deal with conflict in the $chool setting 

than expulsion, suspension, court Lrtervention and 

detention. 

3. The use of mediation to resolve school

based disputes can result in improved 

communication bet',veen and among studentsl 

teachers, administrators and parents and can, In 

gen9;'al, improve the school climate as well as 

provide a forum for addressing common concerns. 

4. The use of mediation as a conflict 

resolution method can result in a reduction of 

viorence, vandalism, chronic school absence and 

suspension. 

5. Mediation training helps both young 

people and teachers to deepen their understanding 

about themselves and others and provides them 

with lifetime dispute resolution skills, 

6. Mediation training'1ncreases students' 

interest in conflict resolution, justice, and the 

, American .legal system while encouraging a hIgher 

level of citizenship activity. 

7. Shifting the responsibility for solving 

appropriate school conflicts from~dults to young 

adults and children frees both teachers and 

administrators to concentrate more on teaching 

than on. discipline. 

8. Recognizing that young people are 

(:ompetent to participate in the resolution of their 

own disputes encourages student growth and gives 

students skills-such as listening, critical thinking, 

and problem-solving~that are basic to all 

learning. 

9. Mediation traIning; with its emphasjs 

lJpon listening to others' points of view and the 

peacetul resolution of differences, assists in 

preparing students to live in a multicultural world. 

10. Mediation provides a system of problem 

solving that is uniquely suited to the personal 

nature of young people's problems and is 

frequently used by students for problems they 

would not take to parents, teachers, or principals. 

from NAME 

National Association for 

Mediation in Education 
o 



COMMUNITIES 

COMMUNITY JUSTICE encouraging the development of local dispute 

Community justice centers are the grass roots of resolution networks. A major product of the 

dispute resolution. Operating at more than 400 program is an 84-page manual for community 

locations nationwide, they use volunteer centers which provides guidelines for designing 

mediators to settle disputes within families, 

among neighbors, and between merchants and 

consumers, landlords and tenants, and even 

government agencies and citizens. They are 

today's embodiment of the impartial 

peacemakers who in other eras helped to resolv(: 

disputes in their cultures and societies. Tens of 

thousands of Americans use them yearly to 

devise solutions to their specific conflicts. 

In some of the nation's cities and towns, 

community justice centers are expanding their 

roles beyond settling individual one-on-one 

disputes. They are finding ways to help resolve 

local public disputes involving several parties 

and often intricate demands and situations. 

Thus: 

• The Justice Center of Atlanta 

coordinated and participated in the mediation ofo 

a dispute over a highway proposed to run 

through a residential neighborhood. 

• The Neighborhood Justice Center in 

Honolulu mediated a series of disputes dealing 

with growth management. 

• The Community Board I'rogram in San 

Francisco mediated a variety of disputes ranging 

in subject matter from a conflict between police 

and neighborhood youth to the siting of a 

mental health facility. 

During the past several years, our program 

in community justice has focused on improving 

the quality of dispute resolution centers and on 

and operating them. Community Dispute 

ResoLution ManuaL: Insights and Guidance from 2 

Decades of Practice is available through NIDR's 

publications department. 

With NIDRfunds: 

• The New Mexico Center for Dispute 

Resolution in Albuquerque established networks 

among community justice, youth service, and 

juvenile justice organizations at local and 

national levels. 

• The Community Board Program in San 

Francisco prepared to publish for community 

justice programs a semiannual report 

summarizing research, evaluation, and other 

dispute resolution information. 

• Community Mediation, Inc. of New 

Haven worked to organize a network to assist in 

establishing community justice centers 

throughout Connecticut. 

COMMUNITY INITIATIVE 

NIDR's Community Initiative awarded 

matching grants to community dispute 

resolution organizations in 1992-93. The 

project was designed to strengthen communities 

by encouraging the use of collaborative, 

participatory processes to resolve specific 

conflicts. Under this initiative, we funded a 

limited number of projects built around 

partnerships of community dispute resolution 

programs, grass-roots organizations, community 
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leaders, religious bodies, local policy makers, 

nonprofit organizations, and community 

foundations. 

With our funds: 

• The Orange County Dispute Settlement 

Center in Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

coordinated a joint project to develop improved 

processes for public housing residents to work 

together in dealing with problems associated 

with drug abuse and violent crimes and in 

enhancing their quality of life. 

• The Neighbor to Neighbor Mediation 

Center in Savannah, Georgia developed a 

project to reduce juvenile violence in an inner

city neighborhood. The project includes 

sponsoring a victim-offender reconciliation 

program and requiring young offenders to 

participate in conflict resolution training as a 

condition of probation. 

• The Cleveland Mediation Center 

developed a program to assist residents of a Near 

West Side neighborhood in collaboratively 

addressing issues of importance to them and to 

improve the way that neighborhood conflicts are 

resolved . 

• The Redwood Empire Conflict 

Resolution Service of Santa Rosa, California 

planned to increase the efficacy of the Sonoma 

County Task Force on Gangs by providing such 

services as conflict resolution and cross-cultural 

dialogue training, victim-offender mediation, 

and facilitation processes. 

QUITE SIMPLY, CIVILIZED . . 

Mediation, the mainstay of community 

dispute resolution programs, is based on 

the conviction that giving two or more 

parties an opportunity to resolve their 

conflict with the support and guidance 

of an impartial pers()ii (often called a ' 

third party) is, quite simply, civilized. 

The important principle is that the 

parties themselves are responsible for 

devising their own solutions to the 

conflict; the impartial person does not 

impose a solution. This common-sense 

method of resolving disputes is part of 

the fabric of many cultures and societies. 

In the past; the third party was a friend, 

a family member who could remain 

detached, or an individual who acted as 

the official mediator of community or 

family disputes. 

From NIDR's Community Dispute Resolution 

Manual: Insigbts and Guidance from Two Decddes 

of Practice 
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BENEFITS OF USING A €PMMUNITY DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROGRAM 

Propanents af cammunity dispute 

resalutian pragrams are aften asked cq . 
explain what motivates a patential/user 

to cansider their service. The 

incentives include: 

User accessibility Mast mediatian 

pragrams are able to. schedule their 

sessians at night 0.1,' an weekends, and, 

aften, the sessians are held at lacatians 

familiar and camfartableto both 

parties. 

Time efficiency Mediatian 

sessians are scheduled quickly bnce the 

dispute has surfaced. 

Affordability Services are free o.r 

pravided at lawer fees than mast 

traditianal litigatian optians, i.e.; 

attarney and caurt fees. 

Privacy Sessians are held in 

private settings away fra111 the public 

farum af the caurtraam. 

Problem-solving orientation 

Underlying issues af the canflkt are 

discussed. 

Reflection on social and 

commu~ity values Because the 

mediatars aften are residents af the 

cammunities from which the disputes 

have arisen, the. disputants can express 

themselves with the expectatian that 

their values will be appreciated. 
r!J 

Judicial encouragement Judges· 

recagnize the ben~fits afresalving 

disputes autside theadversilrial caurt 

system and encaurage or requir~.patties 

.rause the services. " 

Education and empowerment The 

disputing parties learn how to. negatiate 

and resalve persanal and community 

canflicts. 

Preservation of relationships" 

Mediation has the paten~ial to. sustain 

vangaing relatianships. 

From NIDR's Community Dispute Resolution 

Ma1lUal: insights and Guidance From Two 

Decades of Practice 
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INTERNATIONAL 

NIDR AND THE WORLD 

NIDR has established an international program 

that has its roots in contributions we have made 

to the development of dispute resolution 

activities in South Mrica. Beginning in 1990, a 

succession of South Mrican lawyers served as 

fellows at NIDR while obtaining advanced 

degrees at American law schools. At the 

Institute, they inaugurated a channel of 

communications between the U.S. dispute 

resolution community and its growing 

counterpart in South Mrica. Vasu Gounden, 

the first of the fellows, summarized the need for 

dispute resolution in that community: 

"South African society is confronting 

conflict and change of great complexity. Its 

future is uncertain. National negotiations to 

end apartheid are underway. Violent conflict 

flares regularly in regions and communitie~. ~ 
The potential for civil war is evident. ('Po 

''A small number of dispute resolution 

specialists and organizations is emerging. The 

leaders of this nascent conflict resolution 

community are striving to playa critical role in 

channeling local and regional conflict into 

productive dialogue, so that national 

negotiations have a better chance to succeed. 

For the longer term, they seek to introduce the 

concept of peaceful conflict resolution within a 

new society and its legal and social institutions." 

The Institute's contributions to the 

development of dispute resolution in South 

Mrica have included technical assistance, help in 

fund raising, and a continuing, informal flow of 

advice and encouragement to colleagues who are 

working against tough odds. With NIDR's 

help, South Mrican organizations have 

raised about $600,000 from U.S. funders. 

Technical assistance has gone to the 

Institute for a Democratic Alternative for South 

Mrica, the Independ~nt Mediation Service of 

South Mrica, the Centre for Intergroup Studies, 

the Community Dispute Resolution Resource 

Committee, and the Mrican Centre for the 

Constructive Resolution of Disputes 

(ACCORD). 

In early 1992, NIDR's Board of Directors 

established a full-fledged international program. 

Before that, the Institute had become a regular 

stop on the itinerary of foreign visitors interested 

in dispute resolution. Overseas requests for our 

publications were growing rapidly. The new 

program gave a formal structure to NIDR's 

South Mrican and other overseas projects. 

One of the new program's first ventures was 

providing assistance in the creation of a training 

program on environmental negotiations and 

dispute resolution in collaboration with the 

United Nations Institute for Training and 

Research and the World Foundation for 

Environment and Development. As the three 

organizations noted in establishing the Geneva

based project: 

"The world community faces 

unprecedented challenges concerning the 

balance between environmental protection and 

economic development at local, regional and 

global levels. Experience indicates that 

environmental problems complicate 

conventional international negotiations for 

many reasons, including scientific uncertainty, 

complex linkages with economic, political and 
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social issues, and solutions that require the 

committed participation of many groups. 

"Hence, the need to provide dispute 

resolution training for government officials and 

intergovernmental negotiators who deal with 

environment and development issues and 

disputes. The project envisioned conducting 

training workshops in connection with major 

international environmental negotiations and 

conflict resolution initiatives." 

In other activities under the international 

program, NIJR helped the National 

Endowment for Democracy administer a grant 

to Ecuador's Centro de Investigaciones sobte 

Derecho y Sociedad (Center for Research on 

Law and Society). The grant supported a 

project aimed at providing the native population 

of Ecuador with a me" .~ of dispute resolution 

which is compatible both with indigenous 

culture and with Ecuador's official legal system. 

Also in cLatin America, the Institute, at the 

request of the U.S. Agency for International 

Development, provided technical assistance to 

the Mediation Council ofJamaica in its dispute 

resolution training efforts. 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

AND THE WORLD'S ENVIRONMENT 

In 1992, we joined with the World Foundation 

for Environment and Development and the 

United Nations Institute for Training and 

Research in publishing a book exploring the 

U.N.'s role in settling environmental conflicts. 

Cro Harlem Brunddand, the prime minister of 

Norway, says of InternationaL EnvironmentaL 

Conflict' Resolution: The Role of the United 

Nations: 

"Balancing the need to protect the 

environment with improvement of human social 

and economic welfare can lead to conflicts of 

interest at local, national and international 

levels. The United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development held in 

Rio ... made some progress towards addressing 

the competing claims tor protection and 

development of the world's natural resources. 

Now the challenge is for the United Nations to 

playa role in preventing and resolving 

international conflicts. This book examines the 

appropriateness of United Nations organs in 

environmental conflict resolution and stresses 

the importance of managing natural resources in 

a sustainable fashion .... If we fail to implement 

sustainable development approaches, it may 

have serious consequences for our security. This 

book makes a welcome contribution in an area 

of urgent importance." 

Copies of the book are available through 

NIDR's publications department. 
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NURSING HOMES 

NURSING HOMES 

With the graying of the nation's population, 

more and more Americans are entering nursing 

homes. They are settings that call "for 

maximum tlexibility, not to say continuous 

The manual, Communication and 

Conflict Resolution Skills for Mming Homes: 

A Training Series in Five Modules, is available 

through the Institute's publications department. 

Besides producing the manual, the 

alertness, sensitivity and inventiveness, to cope program's other goals were to (1) provide 

with a range of conflicts that affect the quality of ombudsmen and nursing home advocates with 

care-resident against staff or nursing home, 

staff against staff or nursing home, family 

members against family n.embers or against the 

wishes of their confined relative." This 

quotation is from an evaluation of a two-year, 

$250,000 NIDR program to increase and 

improve the uses of dispute resolution in settling 

conflicts that affect the welfare of the vulnerable 

elderly and infirm in nursing homes. 

Our program in 1989-90 consisted of 

demonstration training projects conducted in 

Georgia and the San Francisco Bay Area. Its 

principal product is a 180-page training manual 

designed, in the manual's words, to provide 

"tools for those who seek to prevent conflict in 

nursing homes whenever possible and to manage 

it effectively when it occurs." The manual 

emphasizes the importance of instilling dispute 

resolution approaches into the operations of 

nursing homes, observing that: 

"Handling conflict effectively improves 

quality of care. It rakes tremendous energy to 

maintain ongoing conflict (whether openly 

expressed or covert). At best, continuing 

conflict becomes an enormous distraction from 

the real job at hand-caring for residents. Thus 

if administrators, staff, ombudsmen and others 

possess good conflict resolution skills, residents 

will be the ultimate beneficiaries. But everyone 

else will benefit, too." 

training and technical assistance in dispute 

resolution techniques; (2) conduct special 

sessions in dispute resolution for nursing home 

administrators, personnel, and residents' 

families; and (3) ~ssess the effectiveness of using 

volunteer mediators, from outside the nursing 

home environment, to help resolve hard-to

handle conflicts. The evaluation from the 

California-based Center for Social Redesign 

found that program participants who 

successfully completed the training were better 

able to apply, adapt, and integrate dispute 

resolution techniques to everyday conflicts. 

Joining with NIDR in funding the nursing 

homes program were the Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation, Henry J. Kaiser Family 

Foundation, Retirement Research Foundation, 

Pfizer Corporation, and Service Employees 

International Union. 
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RESEARCH 

CREATING A RESEARCH PRESENCE 

To help research into matters involving dispute 

resolution keep pace with the field's rapid 

growth, a total of $2.25 million was awarded to 

47 projects from 1988 to 1991. The goals of 

the Fund for Research on Dispute Resolution, 

housed at NIDR and supported by the Ford 

Foundation, were to create a research presence in 

dispute resolutwn and to develop theory and 

increase understanding of the relationship 

among disputing, dispute resolution, and 

important social problems. 

Funding went to 47 projects representing a 

widely diversified assortment of subjects, 

including this sampling: 

• how grass roots environmental groups use 

the court system to resolve controversial policy 

conflicts 

• construction of an economic model to 

determine whether negligence or strict liability is 

more efficient in preventing medical malpractice 

• the connections among power, language 

use, and the emergence of violence in 

Philadelphia's MOVE case 

• a comparison of the impact of parent

child mediation, continued judicial 

intervention, or mental health counseling 

services on family functioning and conflict 

• how managers resolve disputes within 

organizations 

• a comparison of dispute handling by 

public courts, private courts, and judges 

• the role of race and class in disputes 

between nurses and nursing assistants. 

Results of the projects have begun to be 

published in scholarly journals and other 

forums. NIDR has published a series of 

working papers based on research results of 

selected projects. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

COMMUNICATIONS Several NIDR initiatives directly serve 

The job ofNIDR's Communications Program is the dispute resolution field. Dispute Resolution 

to disseminate essential information about FORUM, circulated to 16,000 readers, regularly 

dispute resolution. For example, we: examines emerging issues in the field. Our 

• confer several times a week with reporters, 

editors, and broadcast directors in helping them 

prepare news stories and opinion articles on the 

rapidly growing and diverse uses of dispute 

resolution; 

• worked closely with the authors of 

Universal Press Syndicate's The Mini Page in 

preparation of a series telling children about 

dispute resolution, reaching more than 220 

newspapers and over nine million readers; 

• publish an interview series in which 

statesmen and authors discuss peacemaking; 

• collaborated with the Federal Trade 

Commission in producing a report for 

consumers on dispute resolution. 

Through these and other undertakings, we 

hope not only to inform our fellow citizens 

about the advantages of the tools of dispute 

resolution to their lives, but also to help our 

colleagues in dispute resolution achieve 

recognition for their efforts. 

Communication Program manages the 

publication and distribution of more than 100 

books, reports, and other materials. 

(A publication list appears on page 69.) 

The program helps to fund meetings of the 

Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution, 

and its commissions focusing on the tough 

policy issues of qualifications and ethics. 

Through the program, we established the 

Frank E. A. Sander Lecture Series at annual 

meetings of the American Bar Association. 
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AMERICAN ATTITUDES 

TOWARD DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

The pages of this report suggest the notable 

advances that the people who work in dispute 

resolution have made-in the courts, in the 

states, in innovations at the grass roots, in 

community justice centers, in universities and 

colleges, in remarkably diverse areas of American 

life. But what about the American people 

toward whom all this effort and progress is 

directed? What do they think about dispute 

resolution? In 1992, we sponsored the first 

nationwide survey ever of public attitudes 

toward using structured dispute resolution 

processes such as mediation and arbitration. 

The survey's results show that once people 

understand dispute resolution processes, they 

overwhelmingly would choose one of them to 

settle a dispute rather than going to trial. 

Specifically, the survey shows that with just 

minimal instruction about dispute resolution, 

42 percent of 822 respondents say it is very 

likely they would use mediation or arbitration to 

settle a conflict and another 40 percent say it is 

somewhat likely. 

According to the survey analysis "the 

majority of people say the most important thing 

about solving a problegl is that it come to a fair 

conclusion (41 percent) or that they actively 

participate in its resolution. These people value 

most the peace of mind and sense of self

satisfaction that stem from fair solutions and 

active participation." The survey found that 

another ten percent in the sample say that 

winning the argument is the most important 

element of problem solving. 

When the survey was made public in June 

1992, Sandy D'Alemberte, president of the 

American Bar Association (ABA), called the 

results "encouraging for all of our long efforts to 

make dispute resolution process common 

practice for the public and the legal 

community." The ABA joined with NIDR in 

releasing the results. 

Yet the survey marked just the beginning of 

what should be an ongoing inquiry into both 

the barriers to wider acceptance of dispute 

resolution and the refinements that should be 

made to existing dispute resolution services to 

make them fairer, more accessible, and more 

responsive to the needs of the public at large. 
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THE WASHINGTON POST TUESDAY, JULY 28, 1992 

COLMAN McCARTHY r 
Mediation Offers Better Way of Winning 

I n separate civil cases this month, a pail' ofNcwYork 
state judges awarded mammoth and record-setting 
settlements to two citizens. One is a whistle-blower 

who filed a suiL based on evidence that his military 
contracting company had been systematically defrauding 
the Pentagon on contracts worth more than $1 billion. His 
award was $7.5 million, about 10 percent of the 
overcharges. In the second case, a Utica nurse received 
$5.4 million for pain and suffering. She contracted the 
AIDS virus during a hospital incident when stuck in the 
palm by a hypodermic needle containing the blood of a 
prisoner. Two prison guards were ruled negligent in 
restmining the patient who was physically abusive to the 
medical team, 

At about the same time that those cases had reached 
the cnd of litigation, another judicial story was unfolding, 
one that had far less splash but was of equal 
newsworthiness. It was about the growing national 
movement involving mediation: the major alternative to 
litigation and the massive clogging of U.S, Courts. The 
National Institute for Dispute Resolution (NIDR), a 
Washington-based organization that for 10 years has been 
awarding grants to innovative groups working on 
nonviolent solutions to conflicts, released a survey that. 
examined public opinion on preferences in settling 
disputes. 

Until now, little rcsearch was available on what 
citizens understood about nonviolent dispute resolution 
and whother or not they would choose the proven methods 
of mediation, arbitration and conciliation instead of 
hurtling headlong into litigation. More than 18 million 
civil cases were filed in state courts alone in 1990, a 5 
percent incrcase over 1989. Everything disputable, it 
appears, has someone calling a lawyer to go at another 
lawyer. 

That's changing. The NlDR survey of 822 people found 
that once citizens were aware that alternatives to 
litigation were uvailable-such as mediation and 
arbitmtion-thosc choices wCI'e preferred. NlDR reported 
that with only minimal education about non-litigation 
methods of dispute resolution, morc than 80 percent of 
those polled at(~ likcly or vcry likely to usc them. That 
would mean a potentiallolVering of state and federal court 
cases by 6 million to 10 million annuaJly. 

Informing the public of the options is the door that 
needs to be opened, because large numbers of citizens 
want to pass through it. Money is one reason. NlDR telIs 
of a Northern California study in which divorces-when 
litigated-average $12,000 in cost but when mediated 
through a dispute resolution program average $5,000. 

With little publicity, a national movement-as 
principled as it is needed-has been taking hold in the 
past decade. The Oregon Statowide Office of Mediation, 
the Ohio Dispute Resolution and Conflict Management 
Commission, the Minnesota Office of Dispute Resolution 
and the New Jersey Center for Publie Dispute Resolution 
arc among the programs now operating in 50 states. More 
than 140 law schools include disputo resolution courses 
among the electives. A 1988 American Bar Association 
conference on education and mediation led to conflict 
resolution programs in some 2,000 grade schools and high 
schools, Court-ordered arbitration programs are in 23 
states. 

What's being discovered is that mediation is superior 
to litigation: lesb money, less time and less angst. It 
should have been that way all along, espcciaJly for lawyers, 
The greatest lawyer oj' the 20th century, Mohandas Gandhi 
of India, wrote of his 20 years in South Africa and the art 
of mediation: "My joy was boundless. I had learned the 
true practice of law. I had learned to find out tho better 
side of human nature and to entCt' men's hearts. I realized 
that the true function of a lawyer was to unite parties 
riven asunder. The lesson was so indelibly burnt into me 
that a largo part of my time during the last 20 years of my 
practice as a lawyer was occupied in bringing about 
private compromises of hundreds of cases, I lost nothing 
thereby-not even money, certainly not my sou\." 

The National Institute for Dispute Resolution, funded 
by Ford, MacArthur, Hewlett and other prime foundations, 
has awarded $8 million in grants since 1983, At their coro, 
mediation programs deal in keeping temperatures low: 
settling disputes when thcy am small and halting the 
process by which they may become large, out-of-hand and 
oftcnlethal. It's the difference between stopping a firc as 
a lick of a flam'; or a blazing inforno. When calIs go out for 
the inevitable "something" to be dono about America's 
overworked courts, mediation ranks high among tho most 
effective somcthings. 

Reporters and editors call 

upon NIDR for information 

to help them prepare news 

stories and opinion pieces. 

Coleman McCarthy, writing 

in the Washington Post, said 

" ... a national movemen t, as 

principled as it is needed, has 

been raking hold in the past 

decade." 



NIDR staff members 

worked closely with 

the authors of 

The Mini Page, 

a Sunday newspaper 

supplement that 

reaches nine million 

readers, in developing 

a two-installment 

report telling kids 

about dispute 

resolution. 

By BJ;;TTV DEBNAM SUNDAY, May 17, 1992 

Irs Cool to Learn 

How to Settle Differences 

Every day people have disagree
ments. It's hard to go through life 
without them. 

We all grow up leaming how to 
handle conflict by secinu hoW others 
handle it. 

Some ofull learn frotnparents, 
teachers, friends, or even TV: 

In many schools, kids are taking 
lessons in conflict resolution. 

By learning these skills now, they 
can become better .citizens who krillw 
how to settle things. They have 
leamed iI better way; 

Conflict is not all bad. Conflict olten 
brings about change~. Often these 
changes arc for the best. 

ConsullBot9: Natf()nallnstlluto tor 
Dlspulo Resolution; Stephen V.Nordllord, 
coordlnalor, Writing and SpeakIng 
Program, and Robin Amann, guidance 
counoolor. liIonlgomQry CoUnty. ~ .• 
Publ!c Schools; JosepH O'Brien, 
prolGiSsOr ofsocla15tudles,UnlVerslty 01 
Kansas; Federal Mediation Conciliation 
Scrville. 

~ di~:e~!~~a r-i1 1m.! between one or ~ 
more people. 

• Resolution isa 
settlement between 
them. 

Do nothingbecause 
you realize that the 
problem is 
temporary and 
you willjust 
let it go away. 

Go to a parent, 
wacher or principal 
and ask 0 
them to 
settle it. __ 

Sa~~'''~'t 
Bill's new I 
computer game. . 
They were best 
friends until ~ 
this happened. ~ 
Now they aren't ! 
speaking. ' 

D~de tojust give in 
lind accept the 
changes [J, someone 
wants. 

Pretend that the 
problem is not there 
and does not 
bother you ['-,J . 
when it really 
does. 

Fight and argue. 
Unfortunately, 
some ki ds arc 
growing up 
thinking 
this is the 
besLway to 

, M ,~,.,,~. settle things. " 

------~------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
Rcprodllc~~d with permission from The Mini Pagc. 
©1992 Vnivcrs..1 Pres,Syndlcate 
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THE 
PEACEMAKERS' 

SERIES 

NIDR's Communications 

Program publishes a series of 

conversations with leaders 

and authors who have an 

established interest in 

peacemaking. Professor 

James Laue conducted the 

first conversations in the 

series, interviewing former 

President Jimmy Carter and 

Carlos Fuentes, the Mexican 

novelist, historian, and 

diplomat. 
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FROM A CONVERSA TlON ON PEACEMAKING WITH JIMMY CARTER 
, 

((People of my age who reached 

positions ofsome political 

responsibility during the civil rights 

years were confronted with one of the 

most tortuous, self-inflicted wounds 

that a sO<fiety could suffer. To watch 

the slow evolution into racial 

harmony-to see the elimination 

at least of legal discrimination

was something that was both 

emotional as well as memorable. 

Out of civil rights came a 
commitment to human rights. » 

((One of my great disillusionments 

when I reached the White House was 

to see how inadequate was-

and still is-the international 

mechanism by which peace can be 

brought to a troubled area. 

The science of waging war is very 

highly develop'h but waging peace 

is still in the embryonic stage even 
at this point. » 

A Conversation On Peacemaking 
With Jimmy Carter 

A Pubf/(otion qf file Notlonal/nitllute for DfJPllte RtJO!utlon 

«There's no doubt in my mind that 

the greatest violator of human rights 
that we know is armed conflict. » 



· 

FROM A CONVERSA TION ON PEACEMAKING WITH CARLOS FUENTES 

«Sometimes revolution can be an 

outgrowth of a lack of negotiating 
capacity, cultural understanding, or 
of a lack of understanding the costs 

of true growth and development. " 

"The Central American people want 

the possibility of fostering their own 
institutions) and to move beyond very 
old and anachronistic situations) 

domination by oligarchies) the army, 
and elitist institutions which leave the 

majority of people outside the pale 
and outside the possibility of creating 
a society of growth) justice) and law. ,) 

(1 return to ... emphasizing the 

importance of abiding by the 
international laws and treaties we 

have accepted. We have to give 

strength to the concept of 
international law) which has been 
downtrodden and despised over the 

long period of the Cold 1%r. 

A. O:l>ml~tioo on Peacemeklng 
with Cl!lrios ~entes 

'1n Latin America, we have to go 

from the concept of population, or 
inhabitants, to the concept of citizens. 

This road ... requires a lot of 
conciliation) negotiation) and a lot of 

thinking about law and our dealings 

with our fellow citizens. It also takes 
a lot of communitarian thought. " 
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thus advocating is a 
flexible and diverse 

panopoly of dispute 
resolution processes, 

with particular types of 

cases being aJsigned to 

d~fJering processes. 

Frank E. A. Sander 

From the Pound Conference: 

Perspectives On Justice in the Future 

1979 
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THE SANDER LECTURE SERIES 

Frank E. A. Sander, a professor at Harvard 

Law School, is one of dispute resolution's most 

creative and distinguished pioneers. To honor 

him, NIDR's communications program 

supports a lecture series in dispute resolution 

held at the annual meeting of the American Bar 

Association (ABA). 

Sander's "brilliant approach to dispute 

resolution," says former Attorney General 

Griffin B. Bell, "was of a courthouse to which 

one would repair when seeking the resolution of 

a dispute. There the applicant would be 

interviewed by trained personnel to find the best 

forum. There would be doors that would lead 

to a fact-finding process, or to mediation, or to 

arbitration, or to the regular trial system." 

NIDR was pleased to help provide start-up 

funding for the ABA's experiments with the 

"Multi-Door Court House" in the 1980s and 

now to commemorate Sander's work. Since 

publication ofNIDR's last progress report, Bell 

and Malcolm M. Lucas, chief justice of the 

Supreme Court of California, have delivered the 

Frank E. A. Sander Dispute Resolution Lecture 

at ABA meetings. Here are excerpts: 

(.) 



have seen disputes 

where there was a lack of 

communication and the 

problem was resolved simply 

by bringing about an 
understanding of the facts 

having to do with the disputes. 

I 

. . 
GRIFFIN B. BELL . 

I was selected by the parties in a complex case to 

be the mediator ... a few years ago. We had a 

meeting of an hour with counsel two months in 

advance of the mediation, agreed on short briefs, 

and began the mediation by letting the lawyers 

argue for four hours on each side with their 

clients present. The next morning was devoted 

to my giving a critique of the case ... and 

suggesting that we try for a settlement. 

The parties agreed and we were able to 

settle the case before noon. All the papers were 

drawn and the case was dismissed by four in the 

afternoon. The parties were well satisfied with 

the result, although the final settlement was not 

what either wanted. The satisfaction came from 

the fact that the settlement was something to 

which they had agreed. 

As a lawyer, I have seen ... disputes where 

there was a lack of communication and the 

problem was resolved simply by bringing about 

an understanding of the facts having to do with 

the dispute. I suppose this is the kind of result 

that is often brought about by the neighborhood 

justice center or in the old days by the justices of 

the peace. 

Oftentimes, and particularly now that a 

degree of incivility has crept into the litigation 

process as between counsel, it is necessary to get 

assistance from the court or from some third 

party source to assist in bringing about 

settlements. This is often true in complex cases 

where the dispute can be resolved by looking at 

damages rather than liability, a form of reverse 

bifurcation. There are many judges who will 

not assist in settlement if the derails are such 

that the judge might later have to consider them 

as facts in a trial. Some judges will assist 

nevertheless. The district court in San Francisco 

has a court rule that allows one to ask for a 

settlement conference before a settlement judge. 

A different judge then is assigned to the 

settlement conference so that the trial judge to 

whom the case is assigned has nothing to do 

with the settlement .... 

It takes thinking judges and lawyers who 

have uncommon devotion to the administration 

of justice to improve the system. There has 

always been an ethical canon that every lawyer, 

and this surely includes judges, has a duty to 

improve the system of justice. We can improve 

the system. We can make justice more efficient, 

less costly and with a needed degree of dispatch. 
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e have yet to see 

"Perry Mason, Mediator" 

in the line-up of network 

shows. 

o 

. ~ .. ' . . 
• MALCOLM M. LUCAS '. . . . 

Endorsement of ADR (alternative dispute 

resolution) is not universal-nor should it be 

without some caveats. Some lawyers and 

scholars suggest ADR is IDR-inappropriate 

dispute resolution. Some in the legal 

community fear ADR will result in the ultimate 

loss and practical unavailability of the 

constitutional right to trial by jury-and 

threaten the ability of citizens to vindicate their 

rights effectively. Others, I am sad to say, even 

place concerns about effects on their livelihood 

above the interests of the system as a whole. 

Our existing mode of public dispute 

resolution serves a variety of functions. 

It assures people justice can be had. It aids in 

and memorializes the development of the law. 

It establishes precedent and thus predictability. 

It avoids having to reinvent the wheel each time 

the same type of conflict occurs. It teaches what 

is expected of members of society, and about 

what conduct-personal and business-will or 

will nOl be tolerated. It gives those who serve as 

jurors a stake in and feeling of contribution to 

the justice system. 

Moreover, on a practical level, the 

availability of trial as a last resort is often the 

engine that drives ADR: Without a firm trial 

date, parties may have no incentive to settle. 

I want to stress that to he pro-ADR does 

not require one to be anti-lawyer. I do not 

.' ' 

believe ADR's growth has been driven only by 

negatives. It is not just a matter of too few 

courtrooms or a poor perception of lawyers. 

Positive facets of ADR itself also account for its 

rise ... , Some are measurable in dollars and 

cents-others in personal satisfaction. ADR 

methods can give people a chance to participate 

more directly in a process they then have a better 

shot at understanding. It can satisfY the need for 

at least partial justice while saving money and 

time and it leaves court dockets clear for cases 

that truly require trials. 

Given so many reasons to explore ADR, 

reluctance to do so often comes from a lack of 

knowledge-on the part of the public, the bar, 

and even judges--about what ADR really is. 

Even its most ardent advocates admit ADR 

encompasses a confusing mix of words, 

procedures, and practices that differ from site to 

site. Perplexing as our traditional system may 

be, lawyers, judges, and most members of the 

public are at least familiar with the basic rules of 

the game. We have yet to see "Perry Mason, 

Mediator" in the line-up of network shows. 

For ADR to become truly integrated in our 

culture, American lawyers as a group must 

undergo what futurists call a paradigm shift, a 

move to a fundamentally different way of 

perceiving and valuing something. 



SETTLING CONSUMER DISPUTES 

NID R has had several projects that urge 

consumers to consider using various dispute 

resolution processes in settling their disputes. 

In a joint project with the Federal "Ii'ade 

Commission (PTC), in late] 993 we sent to 

1,000 radio stations a series of 15-, 30-, and 60-

second public service announcements that 

alerted consumers to the helpful features of 

dispute resolution programs. A second NIDR

PTC project was publication of a widely

distributed booklet, Road to Resolution: Settling 

Consumer Disputes. In addition, NIDR 

published in 1993 Settle or Sue: What Else Can I 

Do?, a workbook thrit helps readers decide 

whether to use negotiation, mediation, 

arl- itration, or the courts. 

"When you buy a product Of sefvice, YOll 

expect it to work. If there\ a problem with the 

purchasl', you try to resolve it with the company. 

If you can't settle a c:omplaint this way, you seck 

results in other ways. Sometimes you have to go 

to court. But there is another, increasingly 

available option: a dispute resolution program. 

"Dbpute resolution programs 'lre pranical 

alternatives to more costly litigation. They 

seldom require attOrneys and can be quicker, 

cheaper, more private, and less stressfi.t1 than 

going to court. 

"Bec:ause of these advantages, many 

businesses and other organizations have 

developed new and flexible dispute resolution 

progr.tm~ fl.)r conwmcrs. What's more, mallY 

state and federal courts now encourage you to 

cOI1~ider dispute rewlution pwgrams bd(lre 

re~orting to litigatioll .... 

"'!'hrel: type~ of WIlstJIl1er prograJll~ Itse 

mediation or arbitration. Some programs are 

direuly sponsored by industry or developed with 

indu~try's help. Others are sponsored by the 

wurts and Inay be mandatory or voluntary. Still 

other programs are voluntary and independent 

of indmtry or government." 

hom Rllild til Rl'wllltioll: SfttlblK CiIllWlllfl' Displltes. 

A joint publililtiol\ of NIDR ,lIld till' hderal Trade 

( :ommh,ioll. 

"CollHkt is a nalural way of life. It is 

normal to fed frustrated 01' angry wilen you 

have a problem. The stress of disputes with 

employers, institutions, neighbors, or other 

persons can take productive energy from our 

lives. Stress can turn to anger and adversely 

affect our health and important relationship:.. It 

is often diHkult to decide what to do, and how 

to do it. You can, however, learn how to deal 

with disputes more productively and efficiently. 

"You may think you have to go t() court to 

~ettle a dispute with a fj'iemj, neighbor, boss, 

relative, store, and landlord. Many times going 

to court is unnecessary. You can usc a different 

method to solve your problem. For example, 

two homeowners who share a joint driveway 

may think they must go to court to limit how 

the driveway should be used. Inslead, together 

these two homeowners may find an acceptable 

solution by direct 1·.:gotiatiol1, mediation, or 

ill'bitration. " 

From Scttll' ()/·~'Ill': W/J,1t FAI' Cilll I [Jot 

A workbook pllbli~h<:d by NlI>lt 
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Dispute Resolution FORUM 

is published several times a 

year as a medium for 

discussion and debate of 

the principal questions in 

the field. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

(:enrral [() achieving NIDI~'s mi%ion 

b the dissemination of new 

knowledge about dispute resolution. 

To this end, we publish and 

distribute a variety ofb()()k~, research 

reportb. pcriodicah, guides. teaching 

m,uerials, and videotapes. The 

materials listed on the following 

pages i(lrm a tangible legacy of 

NIDR's l1rst ten years. 

-. 
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. 'GENERAL PUBLICATIONS 
: • I '0 

Communication and Conflict Resolution Skills 
for Nursing Homes: A Training Series in Five 
Modules. 
Hoy Steele, principal author, and NIDR 
1992 

This training manual is designed for use by long
rcrm-care ombudsmen, all levels of nursing home 
staff: and residen's' family members. 

Community Dispute Resolution Manual: 
Insights & Guidance from 2 Decades of 
Practice 

!'JIDR Community Justice Ta~k I~orce 
]99] 90 pp. ," 
This ~clf .. amssment guidebook i~ the result of a 
NIDR-initiated two-year project looking at 
community justice centers .around the U.S. 

A Conversati~n on Peacemaking 
with Jimmy c.'lrter 
National Institute for Displlte Resolution 
1992 11 pp. 
The Y>rh President of the United State~ talks 
about his work for peace, his convictions, and his 
hopes f(x the future in a conversation with 
Professor James Laue of George Mason 
lJ niversiry. 

A Conversation on Peacemalcing 
with Carlos Fuentes 

;-';ational Institute for Dispute Resolution 

1992 8 Pl" 
The prizewinning Mexiun noveli~t, historian, 
and diplomat talks about his work and his hopes 
for peace ,md devdopment with Professor James 
Lme of eeorge Mason University. 

The Dilemmas of Mediation Practice: A Study 

of Ethical Dilemmas and Policy Implkations 
Robert A. Baruch Bmh 
1992.36 pp. 
I ,ClIdy of cthiCill dilemmas, policy implications, 
and the \t.lndardization of ml.:diatiol1 practice. 
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D.ispute Resolution and the Courts: 
An Annotated Bibliography 

Deborah Croom 
198969 pp. 
A bibliography of information citing 'i77 books. 
journal articles. and othcr materials that deal with 
court-ba~ed di~pute resolution developd fi,l' 
judges, coun adminbtl'arors, lawyers, law 
profe~sors. and students. 

Dispute Resolution and the Courts: 

A Report of the National Conference on 
Dispute Resolution and the State Courts 

Published by NIDR in collaboration with the 
State Justice Institute and the National Center for 
State Courts. 
198828 pp. 
The conterence examined court-annexed dispute 
resolution methods. 

Dispute Resolution Education and Training: 
A Video Reference Guide 

J ty Folberg and Karen E. Claus 
1989167 pp. 
A first-ot:"its-ldnd reference guide that lists more 
than 1 00 videotapes dealing with dispUtl 
resolution for lise in education and training. Each 
entry describes the processes depicted, gives 
running times and prices, and notes how the tapes 
can be obtained. 

Dispute ReSolution in America: 
Processes in Evolution 

Jonathan B. Marks, Earl Johnson, Jr .. and 
Peter L. Szanton 
198480 pp. 
A concise guidebook which defines and describes 
dispute resolution both within the broad context 
oflitigioLls and non-litigious systems, and also for 
re50lving disputes which specifically usc 
mediation, arbitration, and kindred methods. 

Dispute Systems Design 
1989 50 pp. 
Several articles excerpted from the October 1989 
issue of Nl'gotilltiOIl /()U/"Il(// describe how dispute 
resolution procedures ql1 bt' most effectively used 
to form an integrated system f(lI' dealing with 
dispurcs that arise in nearly all rclati()nship~, 
organizations, and coml11unitit:s. 



Divorce Settlements: Comparing Outcomes 
of Three Different Dispute Resolution 

Mechanisms 
:\larilyn L. Ray, Cornell Unive:rsity 
19RB 228 pp. 
This study comp,lre:s th(' r<-'mit; of divorct: 
se:trletnt:nts reached through thre:e different 
dispute f(';olution lllechanism~. 

ElUSA Early Expert Evaluation: A Dispute 
Resolution Model for Pension Benefit Claims 
.\hrilyn Park, ProjeLt Director, 
Thl' Pemion Riglm Center 
1991 2'> pp. 
Thi~ rl'port describes a dispute resolutioll model 
designed to settle private pemion disputes 
through the \'!llun tary p,micip,ltion of the: p.lrrb 
in ,I low-cost process that provides them with a 
neutr.tl e:xperr\ evaluation of the merits of their 
po~itions ,1Ild the: likdy olltcome: of litigation. 

Interim Guidelines for Selecting Mediators 
Test De:~ign Projl'l:t 
1993 38 pp. 
This publi,-aeion W,ls cre,ltd to help ~el:ure the 
highl'st standards from mediators pral:ticing ill the 
Hdd of dispute rewlution. These: guidelines are 
,Ill attempt to provid,' loob tClr programs wishing 
to test mediators be:fon.:, after, or in lieu of 
training tlll'm. 

International Environmental Conflict 
Resolution: The Role of the United Nations 

Jon :-"1artin TrolJdalen 
ISB;-"; (J·%3,>t!{J'>-O-.1 
I (it) 2 22) pp. 
rhis hook examine~ the: role of the: Cnireo 
Nations in intl'r/l,uioJd (ol1f1icb LOncerning river 
~y~tl'Jl1~, w,l~tal arca~. t()re:Mry, biodive:r\ity, and 
l.tnd rl''iOUrCe~, 

Mandated Participation and Settlement 
Coercion: Dispute Resolution as it Relates 
to the Courts 
Law and Publk Polky Committet:'. Sockt)! of 
J>mf~~~i(}nal~ in Di~pllte: Resolution 
J 9(~) 28 pp. 
A rq)ort 011 i~~lIc~ rdatcd to mandated 
partit'ip,ltiolJ and ~cttk'mel1t we:rcioll in di~pllte 
re~ollltion proCt's~t:'~. 

Mediation: The Coming of Age-
A Mediator's Guide to Serving the Elderly 
The Al11cric,lll Bar Association Standing 
Committee 011 [)isputl: Re~ollltion ,1Ild the 
C()l11l1li~si(J1J OIJ Legal Probkm~ of the Elderly, 

1988 r pp. 
The guide assi~ts mediators in ming their ,kills to 

hc:lp the: nation'; growing dderly population. 

National Survey Findings on: 

Public Opinion Towards Dispute Resolution 

1992 .F pp. 
This re:pon presents tlnding~ from a national 
be:nl:hmark mrvey on public opinion towards 
dispute resolution. The: results prescmed here: are 
fi'om a national telephone: survey of the general 
public, comisring of 822 adults aged 21 and older 
living in the: mntinental United States. 

New Approaches to Resolving 
Local Public Disputes 
[)eni~e Madigan, Gerard McMaholl, Lawrence: 
Susskind. and Stephanie Rolly, 
Harvard University 
199048 pp. 
These materials provide ~ix case studies, a guide to 

me:diate:d negotiations, and selected readings. 

Proceedings of the Workshop on 
Long-Range Funding Alternatives for 

Dispute Settlement Centers 
Lucy Knighr and Jean Zoubck, 
Durham Dispute: Scttle:ment Center 
1987 9'i pp. 
Highlights information from a workshop on 

source~ of funding for dispLlte settlement ceJlte:r~. 

Public Benefits Issues in Divorce Cases: 

A Manual for Mediators 
The: Center for Law and SOl:jaJ Policy 
198861 pp, 
Assists mediators ,tnd advocates in safeguarding 
the economic: se:ntrity oflow-income divorcing 
coupJC\ and thc:ir chiktret1. 

NEW APPROACHE§ 
TO RE!iOLVING LOCAL 

PUBLIC O/!iPUTE5 
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Re\ lIving Disputes in Nursing Homes: 
A Collaborative Approach 
~ancy t hU1.lwi and OSC,lr B. (;oouman, 
The Cellter fiJI' SoLi,ll Rede~igIl 
1992 -; 1 pp. 

An evaltwion oL1 two ye,lr denlOmtr.ltioll project 
intended to bdp nursing home 'ldvolate~ and 
M,ttl' to be more responsin: to the Ile<.:d.' or 
re,idellt, by applying mediation ,lOU other dispute 
f<.:solution techniques to cont1iets ,1J'ising there. 

Road to Resolution: 

Settling Consumer Disputes 
Feder,ll Trade Commis,ion in 
(oopl'r,uiotl wieh NfDR 
19<)1 18 Pl'. 
A guidebook which deslribes the variou~ dbpmc 
re\olutioll programs aV<1il.tble to wnmmers; also 
UJ'lt,lill' a st,Ht·hy·,tace re~ourll' directory of 
(OlNlllJ(.'r di'puce fe'>olution programs. 

Settle or Sue: What Else Can I Do? 
Beryl Bbmtone, CUNY Law S(hool 
]9<J3 .)(1 pp. 

This workbook is de,igned to guide (O!lSum<.:rs 
rhrough thc vadom methods of disputc 
re~(Jlurioll. It is written to 'lppeal to ,1 wide 
audiellce and indudes ,\ glossary of dispute 
r<.:solution rerms. 

~.: ..... ::: <;.< :'~:~ .,,; ',' .... : ... ::.": ... < .... ,<: .. : 
., ;R.ESEARCH' . ". .... , 

• ~ '.. ...~ 't ., 

~ < , , .:" 
~.. - t;.\.t"".'9 ,N ~ • ,_'_ ,~"f .... _ :,~ <~_,", •• ..r: .... 

The War/ling Papers Series: Research 

supported by grants from the Fll1Jd for Research 

011 Dispute Resolutiol1. 

Dispute Processing in the Workplace: The 
Role of Gender Stereotypes in Arbitral and 
Judicial Treatment of Picket-line Misconduct 
Diam' Avery 
199230 pr. 
An analysis of the role of gend<.:r stereotypes in the 
(Onstruction of the leg.!l h()undaric~ fCl!' w·iker,. 

Dispute Domains and Welfare Claims: 
Processing Disputes in a Work Incentive 
Program 
James Holstein and Calc Miller 
1992 16 pp. 
A detailed account of how diplltcs arise ,llld are 
handled in an intt'rgovernmenr,11 welt:lre program. 

Procedural Fairness in the Workers' 

Compensation Claims Process: The Injured 
Worker's Perspective 

Karen Roberts and Sandra Gleason 
199222 pp. 
An ex,lminarion of questiom concerning proce~s 
and t;lirncss in workers' compensarion claim'>. 

Caseworker-Family Negotiations in 
Child Maltreatment Cases 

Patricia Tjaden and Nancy Theonnes 
1992 52 pp. 
An analysis of the decision.making process 
underlying the child protect!on system. 

Levels of Interracial Conflict: Manifestation of 
Symbolic and Competitive Racism 
Dionne Jones and Monica Jackson 
]99222 pp. 

A thcoretical examination of interracial violence 
in our LOml1l11nitie.'o and cities. 

Of Cabbages and Kings and 
Why the Sea is Boiling Hot: 
How Communities Decide to Fight 
Beth Roy 
1992 16 pp. 
A look at t'omnHlIlities and what jnJlllen(e~ the 
e~(,I1ation of conHic.:r within and hetween rh<.:l11. 
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Alternative Dispute Resolution and the 
Puerto Rico Legal Curriculum: A Proposal 

Alht'rro Om.lf Jimt'lWl .1Ild C:dilJt' Rom.ltlY. 
llltt'f-Aml'ric'lll t'nivt'rsity Selloul of Law 
1 ()t{() --; pr. fFngli\h or ~pani~h) 

Tht',t' 111.1t<'riab. to dt:vdop tht' I.:urriculum of 
Puc'no Ril.ln law ,dlOOb. include a bibliography 
.md an outiin,' tilr.1 ~i\'il pnKt'duft: COlll',1' which 
plOvidc:\ .m o\t'rvit'w of tilt' ;\1)R field in Puc:rw 

Rico and the l' .S. 

Alternatives to Simulation for "Alternatives to 

Litigation "': Use of Process Observation to 
Teach Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Rlll)l'f( ,\. H.mKh Btl\h. 
lIot~tra t' nivt'fsitv Sd100\ of' Ln·v 
1 'I!{(Ji3 pp. 
rhi~ .lnidl· describe~ and t'v,llllates thl' gl'ne~is of 

.m t'xpl'rill1ellt~tllOurse titled "Alternatives to 

litig,ltion:' which l'mplop a uniqut' 
methodologv of ob~erv,1tion in tt',u:hing. 

Arbitration Exercises 
Thom,l,\ (;. Field. Jr. and \X'illiam S. 
\',!Il Royell, h,llIklin Pier..:e LIW Center 
IlJH(l -':1 pr. 
Tlwsl' tiVt' (Ompllter-,bsi>tc:d exercises. which t,Ike 
thc l(,fm of l(mn,\tted print-ollts J.nd ;lre 
JlLornp,ltlit'd by t11t: !;1Cttul scenarios, are 
pr,Ktic,il.ll1d suit,lbJc hll' liSt' in tht: fiN-year law 
,dlOOI wrricululll. 

Arbitration in the Securities Industry: 

Too Much of a Good Thing? 
I ),lvid :\. Lipton. (:atholic University 

I'JH') .j'i £1p. 
This srudy W,IS rondultl'd to determine the extent 
to which ineHil.:icnt use is [X'ing made of the 
arbitt'.aiol1 prol.:t'ss offered by the securities 
indmtry to resolve displltt's betwecll Cll'otomers 

and hrokt'l's. 

Beyond the Adversary Model: Materials on 
Mediation and Alternative Approaches to L1.W 

Practice, Volumes I and II 
(:enter for Law and Human Values 
1 'lS4 Vol. I - 378 1'1'.; Vol. II - 211 PI" 
This packet of readings provides a soun:e of 
inf{)rmatioll and rdenal on the topics of 
medi.uion and other alternatiws to exdmivdv 
,lclwrsarial approaches to "lawyering". . 

A Case Study of Consumer Problems and 

Alternative Dispute Resolution: 
The FTC-GM Settlement Establishing 
One-Way Binding Arbitration Administered 

by Better Business Bureaus 
Arthur Best, New York Law SellOol 

1'>8522pp. 
Thi~ study outlilies the issue~ and procedures of 
the 1983 ~ettie111ent bctween the federal Trade 
(:ommi',sioll and C;eneral Motors. which sold cars 
. ;th l<gh-failure-ratt' componc:nts to customers 
..thout dbclo~ing that information. 

Cases and Materials on Arbitration 
George 1. Wallach and William H. Henning, 
Uniwr~ity of Mis~ouri-Columbia 
198') 97 pp. 
The~e Glses and materials provide a basic 
introduction to arbitration and contain a review 
article and the complete text of the Uniform 

Arbitratioll Act. 

Civil Procedure J (Part 1) (Course Materials) 

David M. Trubek. 
Univer~ity ofWiscomin Law School 

1985 199 pp. 
These materials incorporate the teaching of 
Alternativc Dj,pure Resolution into the basic civil 
procedure course at the University oi'Wisconsin 

Law School. 

Dispute Resolution; 
Materials for Continuing Legal Education 

John S. Murray, The Conflict Clinic. Inc.; 
Alan Scott Rau, Edward r. Sherman, and. Edward 

Chlrk. University ofTcxas 

1991 514 pp. 
This teaching material is organized into five 
\e1'al\lte modules: ( I) altern.ltivt' dbpute 
resolution: how it call be ll~cd by a lawyer; (2) 
s<.:ttlellll'tJt negotiations; L'I) mediation; (!J) 

arbitl'ation: and (S) lllflnal settbnent proce~ses 



involving Gt\e evaluation or reality-resting bd()re 
third parties. Each module may be used (in 
whole or in parr) filr a~eparate (·;ontinuing Legal 
Education (eLE) course. 

Divorce and Custody Mediation 
(Curricular Materials) 
Kelly Wei~berg. Hastings College of L1W 

19856'1 pp. 
These materials ttlr students in a divorce and 
(Usrody medi,1[ion course include topic, wch as 
divorce law. the development and definicion of 
family mediators, and the participation of 
children in custody mediation. 

Divorce Mediation Teaching Materials 
(Volumes I and II) 

Serena Stier and Nin.l Hamilton. 
Uniwr~it}' ofIowa 
1985 92'i pp. 
These teaching materials reHect an 
inrerdisciplin,u} approach to mediation and are 
designed to integrate the dbcus~ion of substantive 
i~wes with skilh training. 

Empirical Research on Offers of 
Settlcment: A Preliminary RepoH 
Thomas D. Rowe and Neil J. Vidmar, 
Private AdjudiGltion Center 
198841 pp. 
Having compiled a three-pan research 
qucstionnaire with scnlcJllenr l-asc ,cenarios and 
possible approaches, this report examines a 
prdimin.lIY empirical study of settlement offers 
,llld judgemenrs. 

Ethical Issues in Negotiation and 
Mediation: Problems and Materials 
Leslie P. Francis and John K. Morris, 
University of Utah Law School 

1986 262 Pl" 
for ,",,: in law school wurses in professional 
rC"I"lllsibility, this packet treats the adversary 
~y~tcm, alternative methods of dispute resolution, 
the ethical problems in negotiation, and the 
ethical issues in mediation. 

Evaluating Negotiation Behavior and Results: 
Can We Identify What We Say We Know? 
J\1.lIy-Lynne hsher and Arnold I. ~jegaL 
Loyola Law School 
19S6 143 pp. 
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This article di~cusse~ rill' various grading systc:ms 
.wd explains rt'<IWllS and goals in de~igning Hew 

grading stand.lrds f{lr simulated student 
negotiations. 

Fundamentals of Legal Negotiation 
Rohert C. Burdick. Bmtoll lln iwrsiry 

1984139 Pl'. 
These materials present an outline of [he steps 
and strategies towards ,1 successful conclusion in 

Ilegotiation. 

Index to a Research Collection of Tapes 
and Transcripts from a North Carolina 
Small Claims Court 
John M. Conley and Mark B. Childress, 
University of North Carolina 
198433 pp. 
As parr of a larger study, this index sum marizes 
transcripts made from tape recorded proceedings 
in the Durham County Small Claims eGUn, 

North Carolina. 

The Integration of Non-litigious Dispute 
Resolution Material into the First-Year 

Property Course 
Peter W. Salsieh, Jr. and Sandra H.1ohnson, 
St. Louis Universiry 
1985107 pp. 
The materials for the first-year property course 
include separate sectiolls on policy development, 
negotiation, mediation, planning and arbitration. 

An Introduction to the Lawyer's Rolc in 
Dispute Resolution + Teacher's Manual 
Paul]. Spiegelman, SUNY/Buffalo 

1985250 Pl" 
Teacher's Manual 172 Pl" 
This two-part supplement for civil procedure 
clas~es introdLlces the nomenclature of alternative 
dispute resolution and the relationship of ADR to 
the process of litigation. It includes a problem 
and a case study to provide concrete 
understanding f)f the differences between 
negotiation, mediation, arbitration and litigation. 

Introduction to the Legal Proccss 
and the Resolution of Disputes 
Winston O. Woods, Jr., University of Arizona 
19H5 135 pp. 
This textbook for usc in civil procedure courses 
indudes not only materi<lb about the traditional 



toric~ of civil procedufl.\ but also tbose on the 

alternatives to litigation. 

Judgmental Processes in Negotiation: 
Curriculum Module in Negotiation and 
Dispute Resolution 
;vlax H. Bazerman. Northwestern University 

1%6140 pp. 

This .)-hour module posits irrational judgement 

of negotiators and suggests a training to improve 

their decision processes. 

Landlord Tenant Negotiation Problem 
Richard R. Chused. 

Georgetown Univer~ity Law Center 

198') 30 pp. 
These materiab direct student negotiations on 

beh.llf of both sides of a landlord/tenant cla~s 

negotiation problem and describe the diflcrent 

positions. instructions. and priorities vf hmh sides. 

Legal Practice at Northeastern 
University School of Law 
Brook K. Baker and Stephanie Levin. 

Northeastern University 

1')S4 114 pp. 

'l 'hese material!> provide an overview of the 

structure and goals of a simulated negotiation, as 

part of a first year course in writing. research, 

advocacy and kgal process at Northeastern 

Uniwrsity School of Law. 

Materials on Alternative Dispute Resolution

Theory and Practice 
Robert S. Cat'/.. Cleveland State University 

1986 6::;9 pp. 
Oudining a clinical pracdcum which covers topics 

'illch as techniques and programs for resolving 

displltes~specjflcally, arbitration, mediation, and 

conciliation-these advanced law school materials 

include a syllabus and reading list. 

Materials on Law and Lawyering 
(Outline and Course Materials) 
Donald T. Weckstein, University of San Diego 

1986461 pp. 

These materials present various aspects of law and 

lawyering and include topics such as the role of 

thl' lawyer in sodety. the importance of cases in 

the development oflaw, a discLission of dis pure 

settlement in labor relations. and a future 

perspective on law. 

Materials on Mediation, Law and Lawyers 

l.eonard L. Riskin. 

University of Missouri-Columbia School of Law 

198::; ::;00 pp. 

These materials for a mediation course coyer the 

topics of alternativc methods of disputc resolution 

and thc lav,ryer's role. mediation education .md 
training. the actual mediation process, the 

professionalization of mediation. and the practice 

of mediation. 

Mediating Civil Rights: 
The Age Discrimination Act 
Linda R. Singer and Ronald A. Schechter, 

Center TQr Community Justice 

198450 pp. 

This case study describes an innovative use of 

mediation to resolve discrimination cases by the 

federal governmenr. The study is useful rC:lding 

in any cour.5e dealing with the policy question of 

whethcr civil rights cases should be mediated. 

Mediation and Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Carrie Menkel-Meadow, UCLA 

198::; 850 pp. 

These course materials include readings from 

descriptive and social scienrific Ii terature 

combined with exercises and role-plays covering 

all aspects oflegal negotiation and dispute 

resolution. 

Negotiating on Behalf of 
Consumer Debtors: A Lesson Plan 
Jane [-1. Aiken. Ceorgetown University 

198571 pp. 
This lesson plan aims to teach second and third 

year' law students negotiation strategy in the 

consumer/debtor context and covers four skills in 

negotiation, creativity, and ethical dilemmas. 

f()lIowed by a ~imulated case scenario. 

Negotiation: A Card Game 
Robert G. Burdick, Boston University 

198522 pp. 
This game is to test students' abilities to negotiate 

ror a client and to get the best result. The 

material includes 36 Plaintiff Negotiation cards 

and 3::; Defendant Negotiation cards containing 

int()t'Jnation for negotiation. 

NID.:t 
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Negotiation and Mediation Training Manual 
Joseph B. TlIJman, Antioch Scl1001 of Law 
11)86 1'7') pp. 
Thi~ manual t(lCUSCS on the lise of negotiation ilnd 
mediation in the juvenile dclinqllcl1LT context illld 
includes hypothetical t~lCt situations for 
di~Cll,~iol1, written exen;j,es, ,lIld simulations. 

Negotiation Exercises for Contracts I 
Robert Viles, Pranklin Picrce Lnv Center 
19K') 20 pp. 

Thest: two ext:rdses were lIt-signed primarily a, 

countenwights to tht: l·mphasis on litigation that 
pt:rvadt:s tr.lditional C()ntract~ instruction. 

Negotiation Problem: 

Rapid Printing Co. 'Vs Scott Computers, Inc. 
Srt:phen B. Coldbcrg and Jeanne tv!. Brett, 
Northwestern l'niversity 
198'i "'8 pr. 
Tht:se materials fcw the exercise involve a lawsuit 
between a large company (Sc(m) and a small 
priming firm (R,lpid), and include confidential 
t:u:t ,tatements f(lr each party and its attorneys, 
'llong with te,u:hing notes. 

Negotiation Simulation Problems for 
Contracts 

Jonathan Hyman, Rutgers Law School 
198') 18 pp. 

These ll1,nerials consist of three simulations 
involving a con traer for the sale of used booh, a 
,upply contraLt betwet'l1 a buyer and seller of 

pLmic ~heer" and a purchase order form. 

Negotiations 
,\tia!"c (;alanter, U niwrsity of Wisconsin 
11)8') 606 pp. 

For ll,e in a negotiation£ COllrse, rhese materials 
(onsj't of a ,yIlabus and readings which seek to 

t'Xamine the range of negotiation processes 
frequently cllcot1l1tt:red by lawyer .... 

Negotiations 

Peter T. Hoffman, University of Nebraska 
19R,) 52 pp. 

Thl',e material~ con,ist o~' the reading, tor Prot: 
Hoffman\ ;-..regotiatiot1s course and include 
eWl'rpt, fl'om the works of five author~ and an 
affidavit sworn out by a criminal defendant. 

Plea Bargaining Simulation 
Problems for Criminal Law 

Jonatl1.ln Hyman, Rutgers Law School 
11)8'544 Pl" 
These lt1ateriats were de,igned to allow srudents 
to examine, through . .,imuIation. how the 
doccrine, of criminal law operate in their 
procedural setting. 

Problems and Materials for a First Semester 
Legal Writing Course Attached to Civil 
Procedure 

Paul J. Spiegelman, SUNY/Bun:llo 
19851.16 pp. 

Tllest: marcrials include six civil procedure 

problcm" fllUr research and writing problems, a 
settlement negothtion problem, and a schedule of 
wrinen assignments. 

Readings for Seminar

Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Robert B. McKay. New York University 
1985433 pp. 
Consisting mainly of articles published in various 
journals and other professional publications, these 
materials address the adversary system and the 
various alternatives to litigation. 

Suggestions for Teaching Mediation 
in Law School 

Leonard L. Riskin. University of Houston 
198338 pp. 
This paper presents a format for teaching 
mediation that could be utilized in a first year 
cour~e or in a variety of advanced or specialized 
courses. It includes statements of course 

objectives, assignments and role-play exercises. 

The Wisconsin Contracts Materials 
Arlen Christenson, Kenneth Davis, Marc 

GalanteI'. Robert Gordon, John Kidwell, 
Stewart Macaulay. Joseph Thome, and 
William Whitford, 

University ofWiscol1sin Law School 
1986806 pp. 
This set of materials is coursework for tcaching 
Contracts I and represents the authors' effort to 
place contract law in its full context by examining 
both legal rLJlc~ and the functioning of the legal 
system. 
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Affect, Cognition and Decision Making in 
Negotiation: A Conceptual Integration 
I\,ljesh Kunur, New York l'niversity 

198728 pp. 

This paper develops a conceptual ti'amework for 
,malY1ing pfllcesse<; and outcomes of business 

negotiation<.. A theoretical model integrating 

cognitivl' and motivational rJ.ctors i~ developed to 

an:ollllr tor b'lf~aining processes and outcomes. 

Bargaining and Negotiations: 
Cases, Material,~ and Teaching Notes 
Kaybn Clhltterjee and (;ary 1.. Lilien, 

PL'nmrivani.\ State University 

1988 16'i pp. 

This packet tllr marketing courses (Over, multi

i~slle ~tlld multi-party situations ,1S well a~ 

prindpal-agenr ,1Ild government procurement 

bargaining. 

Case Studies and Teaching Notes: 
International Banks and Mexico 1984, and 
International Banks and Mexico 1982 

Arvind K. Jain. ivlcCill University 

198879 pp. 

:'vlexican debt crisis negotiation case studies and 

role-play suggestions arc the basis of thi .. graduate 

economics oj' tlnance course materj,lJ. 

Cognitive Foundations of Cross 
Cultural Communication: 
A U.S. and Japanese Comparison 
Rajesh Kumar, Pennsylvania State University 

198836 pp. 
This paper examint!s [he implications of 

differences in communication strategies used by 

American and Japanese businessmen in 

negotiations. 

The Collective Governance of 
Industrial Relations 
Joel Cutcher-Gershenteld, MIT 

1987 13 pp. 
Focusing on the relationship between Xerox 

Corporation and the Amalgamated Clothing and 

Textile Workers Union. thi~ rescarch examines 

the limits of collective b,lrgainillg and labor 

managcment commirtee5 in times of rapid 

change. 

Computer-Mediated Communication 

in Organizational Research 
Cynthia S. Fobian, Univcrsity oflowa 

198711 pp. 

This rebc,lI"Ch paper presents a study of 
negotiation and group decision making and uses a 

computt'r ~iJ1lulation with the capacity to 

establish interactive communication networks. 

Conflict Management 
Randolph Plynn and David Elloy, 

Conzaga University 

1987.F pp. 
This 41:2 hour module on conflict management 

includes three simul,uions ,lnd a lecture outline 

tllr organizational behavior courses. 

Conflict Resolution in Environmental 

Disputes: A Module for Business 
Environmental Courses 
John Kohls, l;Ol17~lga University 

1988 '50 pp. 
This is a fOllr to six-hour class module for courses 

on law or bllsille~s and society. which includes 

suggested readings, a role play, module ourline, 

and te,tching guide. 

Curriculum Materials for 
Negotiation and Conflict Management 

Mary P. Rowe, MIT 

1987150 pp. 
This set of materiab for a one-semester course 00 

major topics in negotiation and third-party 

complaint management includes instructor's 

notes, reading list and a series of exercises and 

simulations. 

Deceptive Communication i~ the Bargaining 
Context: Does Hedging Enhance the Bluffer's 
Chance of Gaining Trust, Pardon, and 

Integrative Agreements? 
Debra Lynn Shapiro, Northwestern University 

1986 179 pp. 
This dissertation examines the eHeet of negotiator 

bluffing on subsequent interpersonal evaluations 

and behavior through the usc of a buyer-seller 

simulation. 
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Decision Making and Negotiation 
Sldlls for Entrepreneurs: Part 1 and 2 

Ivlargaret Neale and Gregory Norrhcraft, 

University of Arizona 

1986171 pp. and 149 pp. 

This set of materials is for an experiential course 

on negotiation and conflict resolution as a part of 

the growing specialization in entrepreneurship in 
business schools. 

An Empirical Test of the Determinants 
of the Effectiveness of Workplace 
Complaint Procedures 

Karen Boroff. Columbia University 

198883 pp. 

Thi~ paper examines a model of the effi~ctiveness 

of a complaint procedure in a nonunion firm by 
measuring 'everal facrar,. 

The Evolution of Compensation Agreements in 
Principal-Agent Dyads: An Experiment 
Judi l\kl.ean Park~, University oflowa 

198936 pp. 

Thi.~ paper compares the effects of economic 

tactors (i.e. agency) and sodal tactors (i.e. 

institutionalizarion) on emergent compensation 

poJicb within principal-agent dyads. 

Exercises in Managerial Dispute Resolution 
Thomas L Watkins, University of Denver 
1988189 pp. 

This set of materials includes ten short exercises 

and wnraim ca,e~ .lppropriate for MBA and 

executive education progr,uns. 

Exercises on Issue Formulation 

Roger Volkema, George Mason University 

198816 pp. 

These case materials and exercises 011 issue 

formulation are suitable for use in classes on 

organizational behavior and management 

principles. 

Groups as Mixed-Motive Negotiations 

Max H. Bazerman, Elizabeth A. Mannix and 

Leigh L. Thompson, Northwestern University 

198841 pp. 

fhis paper distinguishes group negotiation from 

two-pany negotiation and discusses a mixed· 

motiv<.: perspective of group decision making. 
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Her Place at The 'fable: A Curriculum Module 
on Gender and Negotiation 
Deborah Kolb 

198943 pp. 

This module is organized around the twin themes 
of women's voice and women's place. 

Influence on Negotiators' Perceptions 
of the Task and the Opponent on 
Negotiation Outcomes 
Leigh Thompson and Reid Hastie, 

Northwestern University 

198843 pp. 

This study examines negotiation success in 

relation to different negotiarors' views of the task 

as a zero-sum game or a variable-sum game. 

Interorganizational Negotiation 
and Accountability: 
An Examination of Adams' Paradox 
Cynthia S. Fobiall. University of Iowa 

198746 pp. 

This research examines aspecrs of Adams' 
paradox, where those in positions of dealing with 

the outside world often develop cooperative 

methods of negotiating with those outsiders that 

may result in a loss of trust within the 

organization for which they work. 

Judgment Tasks & Biases in Negotiation 
Leigh Thompson and Reid Hastic 

Northwestern University 

198736 pp. 
In this paper. the authors present a number of 

systematic biases that appear in negmiarors' 

judgments of one another and the strucrure of the 

negotiation task. 

Justice, Affect and Behavior: 
A Process Model of Employee 
Turnover and Voice 

John W. Minton, Appalachian State University 
1988 2J pp. 

This reseaflh examines th<' relationships among 

perceived justice, job satisLaction, organizational 

loyalty, rurnover, and voice. 
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The Kherhov Joint Ventufl.: Teaching 
Materials in Modeling for Negotiation 
J.D. Nyharr and Dhanesh Samarasan, MIT 

1988127 pp. 

This set of materials offers instruction in 

negotiation management, reaches the use of four 

generic modeling tools and ur;.>s the case which 

set~ up a series of negotiations to establish a joint 

venture between a U.S. firm and a U.S.S.R. state 

organization. 

Lateral Intergroup Management in 
Organizations: A Test of a Negotiation 

Strategy Model 
Jorn Kjell Rogne~. Northwestern University 

198'7 280 pp. 

Using a case involving a community ho~pital, the 

Juthor examine~ conflict management and 

beh.lVior styles among distinctly interdependent 

group~ \'. ;thin an organization. 

Management and the Political Process: 
Curriculum Materials in Dispute Resolution 
for the Graduate Management Course on the 
Environment of Business 
Steven Maser, Willamette University 

1989 107 pp. 

The ... e materials aim to build an understanding of 

politics among graduate students of management 

and include an essay, exercise. teaching note and 

case. 

Management's Role in Litigation and Dispute 
Resolution: A Teaching Module for Business 
Law Courses 
George J. Siedel. University of Michigan 

1986130 pp. 

This three- to five-hour module covers the 

litigation process, alternative processes and the use 

of decision analysis in dispute resolution. 

The Manager as Negotiator 
and Dispute Resolver 
Jeanne Brett, Northwestern University; Leonard 

C;reenhalgh, Dartmouth College; Deborah Kolb, 

Simmons College: Roy Lewicki, The Ohio State 

University; Blair Sheppard, Duke University 

Second Edition 

198')31Opp. 
This volume is tor use in courses on m<lIlagerial 

negotiatiom, organizational behavior and human 

resource m.1I1agement and include~ simubrions. a 

case ~tudy. teaching guides and suggested 

feai1ings. 

The Manager as Negotiator and Dispute 
Resolver: Curriculum Materials 
David Lax, Harvard Business School; William 

Samuelson, Boston U nivcrsilY; ] ames Sebenium, 

Harvard University; Robert \'V'eber, Northwestern 

University 

198') 230 pp. 

This volume, a companion to Tbe Manager as 
Negotiator and Dispute Resolver, is for use in 

courses on managerial economics, 

microeconomics. decision analysis, and game 

theoty, anc includes exercises, role play 

simulations, tl."aching notes, and an overview of 

recent game theOlY research. 

The Manager as Negotiator and Dispute 
Resolver: Supplement No. 1-
Coalitions Research: The Carrera 
Task-Force Simulation -Strategic Marketing 
Decisions at Porsche of America 
Leonard Greenhalgh, Dartmouth College 

198528 pp. 
This simulated negotiation for sets of two to seven 

participants is tailored for research involving 

negotiati(lll, coalition-formation, and group 

dynamics, and includes roles and suggestions for 

teaching. 

The Manager as Negotiator and Dispute 
Resolver: Supplement No. 2-
Third Party ConRict Resolution 
Roy Lewicki, Ohio State University; 

Blair Sheppard, Duke Universi1Y; 

Leonard Greenhalgh, Dartmouth College 

198614 pp. 

This packet contains a case study and a role play 

focusing on managerial mediation criteria and 

~kjlls. It inclmb an instructor's manual with 

suggested readings and charts for overhead 

transparencies. 

Managing ConRict 
Leonard Greenhalgh, Dartmouth College 

198721 pp. 

Th:~ ~trticle presents a model focusing on how 

coHflict i~ conceptualized by key actors, and 

includes an exercise involving a dispute between 

management and labor at a car assembly plant. 

111tJ.tanngerJl5Negotiaror 
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Matching and Negotiation Processes 
in Quasi-Markets 
Harris Sondak and Max Bazerman, 

Northwestern University 

198734 pp. 

This research tllCuses on quasi-markets and 

concludes that a lack of learning opportunity 

leads negotiators and the markers to negoti:,te 

irrationally. 

The MBA Job Market: A Simulation of 
Matching and Negotiation in Market 
Contexts + Teaching Notes 
Harris Sondak and Max H. Bazerman, 

Northwestern University 

198833 pp. 

The exerci'ie presenrs a simulated job market tor 

graduating MBA students and em be used for 

instructional and re~earch purposes 

,imultaneously. It gives students the opportunity 

to deVelop integrative and distributive negotiation 

skills in market contexts. 

Mediator Behavior and Interest: 
Effects on Mediator and Disputant Perceptions 
Donald Conlon, University of Illinois 

19888') pp. 

This study examines the inHuence of mediator 

interests and behavior on mediaror self

perceptions, and the influence of those same 

variables on disputant perceptions of their 

mediators. 

1 he Multi-Dimensionality of Perceived 
Injustice in Discharged Emplo~Tees 
Linda Klebe Trevino and Monica Fabia, 

Texas A&M University 

198920 pp. 

J n this paper, complainants' reasons for filing 

unjust discharge claims are analyzed to isolate 

perceptions of injustice. 

Negotiation Exercises Based on Current Events 
Miriam Rothman, University of San Diego 

198883 pp. 

Thb packet mes eight rcal-life news stories of 

bllsines~ or organizational conflicts as material t(l!' 

student role-plays. 
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Negotiation in Small Groups 
Elinbcth A. Mannix, Leigh L. Thompson and 

Max H. Buel'man, Northwe,\tern University 

1989 3') pp. 

This study examines cooperation and communi

cation in mixed motive decision-making tash. 

The Role of Bargaining Zones and Agents: 
A Simulation of Real Estate Negotiations
with Teaching Notes 
Max H. Bazerman, Yong Min Kim and 

Margaret A. Nealc, Northwestern LJniversity 

198839 pp. 

This paper describes real estate negotiation 

simulations and examines differences between a 

dircLt negotiation of two parties and the same 

negotiation through agents. 

Tactics in Integrative Negotiations 
l.eigh 1.. Thompson, Laurie R. Weingart and Max 

H. Bazerman, Northwestern Universiry; 

and John S. Carroll, MIT 
198837 pp. 

The authors examine the impact of "lriollS 

negotiation tactics on the efficiency of negotiated 

agreements using a variable-sum two-party 

negotiation task. 

The Use of the Decision Tree 
Analysis in Dispute Resolution 
George]. Siede!, University of Michigan 

198623 pp. 

These materials introduce students in business 

and law schools to the lise of decision tree 

analysis, a specific technique which reduces the 

uncertainty accompanying most difficult 

decisions. 

When Do Employees Speak Up? Factors 
Influencing the Propensity to Use Voice 
David Sauders, Blair H. Sheppard and 

Virginia Knight, Duke University 

198731 pp. 

This paper presents the results [i'om stlldje~ which 

examine the relation between employees' 

perception of managers' dIspute handling and 

employees' propellsity to voice their concerns. 

o 
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Consensual Procedures and the Role of Science 

in Public Decision Malcing 

Connil Ozawa. \11'1' 

19RH TO pp. 
Thi~ paper compares scientific disagreement 

lundJ.:d in consem,us-based, ,uppiement,u), 

procedure, with those managed through 

~'Ollwlltillnal dedsiol1 making, ,111d suggests the 

distiller advantages ,1Ild disad\'antage~ of 

(omemlls-ba~ed procedures in polic)'-m~!king. 

Course Modules and Teaching Materials 

Alternative Conflict Manag'.!ment/Growth 

Management: The Florida Experience 

Rkhard H. Schneider. University of Florida 

)llHH 51 () Pl" 
The~e tt~,t{"ing materials tl)!' hrst-year graduate 

stUtil'llts in mDan and regional phmuing courses 

have Fve modules based on Florida's urban 

pbllning expl·riences. 

Growth/No Growth: A Development Dispute 

at Sea Pines Plantation, Hilton Head Island, 

South Carolina 

Emil E. I\1JIi/,h, University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill 

19H6 '53 pp. 

This c.t~e study describes the conflict between the 

Sea Pint's Plantation COn1l'dnV and propertv 1 , , 

owners oppming the company's inn project. 

Metropolitan Dispute Resolution in Silicon 

Valley: The Multiple Advocacy Apprpach 

Donald Rothbhtt, San Jo~e State Univer,~iry 

I l)8X 150 pp. 

These teaching materiah describe a multiple 

,ldvocac), re\olution approach to reaching 

111:gotiatl:d settlements of metropolitan problem~. 

Negotiating Public Policy Issues 

Richard Collins and BrUt:e Dotson. 

University ofYirginia 

198628 pp. 

This packet filf ,1 graduate level tOUl'se in 

planning includes an instrllcror\ essay. lOurse 

~yllahus, recommended readings. exam que~ti()ns. 

and two simulations. 

The Planner as Dispute Resolver: 

Concepb & Teaching Materials 

A. Bruce Dotson, U ni\'er~iry of Virginia, 

David Cod~chalk. University of~()rth Carolina 

and Jerome Kaufman. University 

of Wisconsin-Madison 

1989202pp. 
Thi~ volume is designed for me in planning 

curricula and prescnt~ the ide,l of dispute 

resolution in the rlanning held. 

A Practical Theory of Negotiation 

for Planners 

Thom~ A. 'Elylor, Virginia Polytechnic lmtitute 

and State Univer~iry 

1989299 pp. 

This dissertation regards p;~nners as l1egotiators 

and facilitators in public and privale urban 

planning, and provides a useful guide tor complex 

multi-issuc, multi-parry conflicts. 

Resolving Public Disputes: Interactive 

Teaching of Negotiatic:-n and Dispute 

Resolution in the Public Sector-Teaching 

Notes for Eleven Negotiation Games 

Lawrence Susskind and Eileen Babbitt, 

MIT-Harvard Public Disputes Program 

198774 pp. 

Appropriate for use in public pOliL)' and planning 

courses, these m:tterials consist of negotiation and 

facilitation simularions and teaching notes. 

Resolving Science-Intensive 

Public Policy Disputes: Lessons From 

The New York Bight Initiative 

Scott T. McCreaty, MIT 

1989 486 pp. 
By examinillg the traditional mechanb.I1s and the 

potemial usc of assisted negotiation, thb paper 

analyzes rhl' problems of resolving technically 

complex conflit:t, that arise over usc and 

.tlloG,tion 0 r natural re,ources. 
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A Source Book on Dispute Resolution 
in Planning School Curricula 
Tom Dindl and.Tohn Coody, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
1987136 pp. 
This NIDR-commis~j()ned volume (onrains 

essays. a listing of planning (our~e~ with dispute 
resolution content, complerc ~yllabi, and an 
annotated bibliography. 

Strategic Management in the Public Arena 
Rohert Hopley, Univer~ir)' of M;machusem 
1989 370 pp. 
Thi~ inmuctional material was developed fi)r ,t 

1.)-week course on the use of strategic phnning 
tct:hniques il. dispute resolution with a particular 
f(KU~ on puhlic sector disputes. 

A Study of Ability to Choose Appropriate 
Conflict Behavior Determined by the 
Relationship Between Locus of Control 
and Conflict Behavior ':';tyJes 
:Vbry H. Zinkin, Portland State University 
ll)H~ 1.)7 I'p. 
This study focmes all the relationship between 

locus of wnrrol and conflict behavior, ,lddressing 
tWO theoretical conrroversies in the conflict 
resolution literature. 

Tampa Bay Park of Commerce: 
State Assisted Resolution of a 
Local Land-Use Dispute 
Bruce Stiftel, Florida State University 

1988 IO'i Pl'. 
This report b a case srudy of a complex land-use 
dispute in Florida. These materials detail the 
i~S\H:S ,lnd p;trtje~' positions through tbe final 
agreement. 

Teaching Materials in 
Intergovernmental Dispute Resolution 
:\1ark Alan Hughes, Princeton Univcrsity 

198848 Pl'. 
Ba~ed on public policy issues in the imaginary 
state of !'Jcw Guernsey, this packet indudes two 
~coreable simulations. 

Three Cases Involving Strategies 
for Managing Public Disputes 
John ;\1. Bryson and Barbara C. Crosby, 
University ()fMilme~ota 

1987146 Pl'. 
These materiah indude case ~rudies of pl.lnller:., 
public manager~, allalym, and policy makers 
handling two t),pes of conHict: "locally unwanted 
land use" and "locally appreciated land 
<lpplications. " 

Town Squal'e: Public/Private 
Development Negotiation 

David Codst:balk, Univer~jry of North Carolina 
1987')8 pp. Ondlldc~ 2 computer disks Ii)r use 
with l.OtUS 1.2,5 on IBM compatibles) 
This microcomputer-based exercise invoh'e5 
:.tudents as planncrs. developer~. and lawyers in 
negotiating a development project over a 6-week 
period. 

Westville: Mediatiort Strategies 
in Community Planning 

John Foreseer and David Stitzel, 
Cornell University 
1988 4.~ pp. 
This is a three-party, multi·issue, scoreable 
medi,uion-negoriation exercis~ ro explore non
neutral mediation strategie&. 

. . . .. • 
~kJBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
AND PUBLIC POLICY . 

. , . 
Conflict Resolution and Collaborative 
Problem Solving in Local Government 
Carl Moore, Lawrence Keller, 
Cleveland State 0niv«rsity 
1988 146 pp. 
Designed as an interdisciplinary approach 
to public policy mediation, these materials 
include three case studies focusing on applications 
of dispute resolution to chronic problems faced by 
local governments. 

Conflict Resolution in the Policy Process 
(;crald M. Pops and Max O. Stephenson, jr" 
West Virginia University 
1 <)87 J 40 pp. 
This is it (caching text and instructor's manual for 
a ~cction on conflict management tilr LIse in 

---- -----------1 
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puhli..: policy tormulation and implemehtation 

courses. 

Developing Systems for the Settlement 

of Recurring Disputes: Four Case Studies 

Analysis and Recommendations 

!\'1cdiation Institute 
198427") pp. 

Indude~ tllUr ca~e studies with analysis and 

recommendariom. 

Ethical Aspects of Public Sector Negotiation: 

Concepts, Cases, and Commentary 

Lloyd Burton. Univer~ity of Colorado 

1987113 pp. 
Thb ~et of ll1<HerLlls with simulations .. essays. and 

commentary Oil administrative ethics in the 

conrext of the negotiation proces~ ,lre designed for 

usc in the classroom as well .1S in-scn·ic. training 

\cminar~ for publil.: managers. 

Four Exercises in Negotiation 

and Competitive Decisions 

Peter C. Cramron, Yale School of 
Organization and ~tlilagement 

198828 pp. 
This packet of tllUr gaming exerdses is till' 
graduare level negotiation and political and 

economic <lnalysis courses. 

Intermediary Intervention: 
A Model ofIntervention and a 

Study of the Beagle Channel Case 

Thomas E. Princen. Harvard University 

19HH 309 pp. 
This pape; addresses the question of how 

intermedi,lries·-~self-inrert·~ted actors who have 
no direct inrerests in dispute issues, yet are able to 

influence its resolution-intervene effectively in 

dbputes. 

Knowledge and Negotiation: Learning Under 

Conflict, Bargaining Under Unceliainty 

Arthur hak Applebaum, Harv,lrd l!niversity 

1987327 pp. 
This dissertation an(llyze~ dinermt configuratiom 

of knowledge. intere~t, and power. ,tl1d traces 

instance~ and varkties vf tension betwt:en learning 

and bargaining. 

Multi-Criteria Dispute 

Resolution and Decision-Aiding 
Stuart S. Nagel, University of Illinois 

1988233 pp. 
This book clarifies the general nature of 

computer-aided negotiation and mediation and 
enables the readt:r to u~e tbe P/C()'u ded,ion

.liding software for dispute resolution purposes. 

Negotiating International Debt: 

From A Debtors' Alliance to a 

Global Bargain 
Thomas Todd Weeks. Harvard University 

1988217 pp. 
This paper recoll1mends that debtor countrie~ 

form an alliance to improve their political leverage 

to bargain with creditor n,uions, and explores 

several options to achieve debt resolution ,IS well 

as global economic recovery. 

Public Ends and Private Means: Accountability 

Among Private 
Providers of Public Social Services 

Michael J. Keating, Jr., 
Institutc tor Conflict Management 

1985 140 pp. 
This material describes the increasing 

privatization of the dLllvery of public social 
~crvices, and describes a possible rok ,O1' dispute 

resolution processes in keeping private providers 

accountable (0 tbe public. 

Public Involvement in Public 

Management: A Curriculum Module 

John Clayton Thomas, 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 

198794 pp. 
This set of materials serves a~ a reaching text and 

includes seven short cases and discussion 
question ,ocusing on the public manager's role in 

public decision making. 

Racial Conflict in South Carolina: 

A Four-Part Teaching Case 

Robcn Behn and Regina K. Brough, 

Duke University 

198" 40 pp. 
The m,lteri,lis present the evolution of it racial 

incidellt into a major di. lLlte confronting it 

govertlo[ and describcs jt~ resolution. 

8.~ 



Racial Issues in Public Policy 
Formulation and Implementation 

Call' Auletta and Terry Jones, 
Calif(lrnia !'Itate Uni\'ersitv 
1988 ')8 pp, 

These wur~e m,lterial~ ..:onsist oflt'cture notes and 
bibliography. five case ~tudies writren by policy 
makers of color ,ll1d two iample anal)'~l'~ of ,'ase 
~cudies, 

Resolving Disputes in International Trade 
Heather Hazml. Harv,lfl1 t}l1iver~ity 
1 lJ88 'Wi pr. 
Thb rL~earch paper eXJIllines the di~pute 
settlement mechanisms of the General Agreement 
on TaritE .lnd Trade (the (;I\"rn .lnd the ~llc..:ess 
of it\ systt'm in resolving coIlflicts in intt:rnarional 
trade. 

Resolving Policy Conflict: 
Congress and Immigration Reform 
Rosanna Perotti. University ofPentl~ylvania 
191N ')20 pp. 
This paper t<lCllses on integmtive tactic" 
'll1'llyzing the proces~ of (:ongres~ional 
policymaking ,L\ well as the role of informal 
medhltor~ in Congress. 

Teaching Module for the Tartan 
Negotiation Game 
C;eorge T. Duncan, CarnL'gie Mellon University 
1'187 2') pp. 
This module i~ designed for use in management 
slicnce cour,e, and builds on decision thcory, 
game thea I)" and dynamic programming. 

The Use of Mediation as a Dispute Settlement 
Tool: An Historical Review and Scientific 
Examination of the Role and Process of 
Mediation 
Raymond A. Whiting, Syracuse University 
1988142pp. 
Thi~ di~~ertation examines dlL' nature of 

community, the function and Iimitatiuns of 
mediation. and ~uggests its u~e when ongoing 
rdation~hip~ netwct'1 disputants exist. 

H4 
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Do )'011 Believe thllt Mediation, Arbih'ation, 
and Similar Methods of Dispute Resolution 

Promise to Reduce Litigatioll Iwd Other Uses of 

the Cottrts to Settle Disputes? 
by Howard Bellman, ;vlarc (;alanter, 
and Leo Levin 
December 198.1 8 pp. 
Three experts express their views of disputc 
resolution's potential. 

'Who Should Pay? 

Uy William K Reilly and Danid i\1cCiIIis 
March 1984 12 pp. 
Thi~ crucial question is addressed by the presidem 
of the Washington-based Comervation 

hlllndatioll. illld the assistant director ofHatvard 
Lnv School's Celtter fill' Criminal Justice, 

Sholl/tl Dispute Resoh{tiOlZ Be Attached 

to the COllrts? 

By Raymond Shonholtz and Thomas f'. Chri~tian 
June 1984 10 pp. 
Responses From the president of Community 
Boards Program, Inc. of San Francisco, and the 
director of the Community DispUte Resolution 
Centers Program of the Unified COUrt Svstem of 
the State oFNew York. ' 

Family and Divorce Medilltion 

December 1984 12 pp. 

Contains the American Bar Associatiop and the 
Association of Family and Conciliation Courts' 
standards of practice fCll' family mediators along 
with a commcntary by atrome}' Thomas A. Bishop, 

Where is Dispute Resolutioll Today? 

Where will it be ill the Year 200m 
April 1985 10 pp. 
Opinions of a tllverse group of puhlic serV<1nts, 
~cholars, long-time mediators and arbitrators Oil 

dispute resolution activirie,. 

Court-Ordered Arbitration 
August 198'i 1(, pro 
A report Oil the First Nation.ll ConfCretKL' Oil 

(:ourt-( )rdered Arbitration. 

I 

I 



Regulnt01,), Negotiatioll 

January 1 ')86 16 pp, 
Ovcrview~ by Philip J, H,mer 

and LwretKt' Susskind. 

Dispute Resolution ill Higher Ed1lcation: 

A New Natio1lal Survey 

Aprii 198616 pr. 
Imervit'w,> with Arnold Weber. Craig MLEwen. 
emil' ~lenkd-~leadow. and Roy Ll'wiLki-plus 
,1 fllnder\ per'>pective by Robert Barrett, 

SPlDR s Ethical Sta1ldards of Professional 

C'tmdllct: Six Leading Practitioners Discuss 

Theil' Meaning 
1\1,lrLh 198- 16 pp. 
(:,lmmcnb on the ~ta!ldard" ,md their me,ming. 

Getting to YES Si:1: Years Latel' 

\1av 1 'JR- 11 pp, 
imervil'ws with author\ Roger fi,her and William 
l:ry induding oh~erv.Hi()ns on the book. ,md 
matcri,ll on thl.! art of negotiation by Max 1-1. 
Batt'rman, 

Culture's Consequences ill Dispute Resolution 

September 198'7 11 pp. 
Artid\.?\ by ~tephl.?!1 E. Wd~s ,md Sman B. 
Cold'>tein with l.!xampll.!\ of cro~s-(Ultural wnflict 
ill Norrllt'1'I1 In:latH! and thl.! Texas (;ulf Coast. 

Statewide Offices of Mediatiou: 

Experiments hI Public Policy 

[)e.-em her 19W" 16 pp. 
An t:xall1ination of oHlcl.!\ thitt mediate public 
polin' Lomplaim, in thwaii, M,I~,acllUsetts. 
:-'1inne~()t,l. ,md New jer,ey. 

Prog1'a1lt11ling tlJe PI'ocess: All Examinatio1l of 

t!le Use of Computers ill Dispute Resolutioll 

April 1 (JRI{ 1 () pp. 

l.t:,ld artidt: hv J.D, Nyhart. Plofl,."nr. MIT 
,1llJ tilllf l.1'.e mlJit.·s that ex,lmine the U\e~ ()f 

cmnpurt:rs in negCl~iali()n\. 

Tbe Status of C01mml1lity Justice 
1 kLemllL'r 1 (JHH l() pp. 

lnll'rview., witl, ..:t.:!ltt.:r dire(\ors in Atlanta, 
(~hiLag(). till' i>i,rriLt of (:olumbia, l-lollolulu. 

\-Lt'\il(hll\\.?tt~. ,UlJ ')an handsw. 

QualifYing Neutrals: Tbe Basic Principles 

''by J 989 16 pp. 
The tlrsr report or the SPIDR (:ommi~\ion 
on Qualifil.niom. 

Resem'ch IlIto Mediatjom 

What we i'IlOlV /Jow. Whats left to learll. 

October 19H) 22 pp. 
A report on the Fund tllf Research on Dispute 
Resolution with an overview by Deborah M. Kolb 

and Jeffrey Z. Rubin. 

Fal7ller-Lmder MedilUioll 

Fall 1990 23 pp. 
Several innovators in the use of agriLllltllral 
mediation share their insights and experiences. 

Dispute Resolution in Education 

Spring 1991 21 pp. 
Explores the evolution and di\'Cf~it}' of mediation 

progmms in dementary and secondary ~L'hoob 
and on college campuses. 

Dispute Resolution IlIld Healtb Care 

Sun'mer/Fall 199 J 33 pp. 
Thi,; is~ue explores many of the vexing and 
human dements of health carl.! reform which 

illuminate the r ' .Hill of dispute resolution. 

Perspectives 011 Dispute Resolution fl1ul the 

Legal COlllmunity: A Repol,t 011 tbe First F1'flllk 

Sander Lechn'e Series 

Winter 1991 I 'i pp. 
InduJes keynote address by Robert D. Raven 
past president of thl.! ABA. 

Dispute Resolutioll and Community Justice: 

A RepOl·t OIL tbe Second Frallk Sandel' 

Lectllre Series 

Winter 1992 29 pp. 
Il1('udl's keynott' address by Judge Griffin Bell, 
t()rmer~ Attorney Cl'nl:ral in the Carter 

Administration. 

11ltel'1lational Pel'spectilles 011 

Dispute Resolution 

Winter 1993 'i4 pp. (douhk' issue) 
This issue includes articles on ll1l.!diatiol1 in 
NOl1hl'rIl Jrd,wd, conflict managemenr in the 
!c)rmer Sovit't Union. community·hased disputl' 
resolution in Sri Lanka. per'>pectiVt's tj'om South 
Africa. di"pute rcsolution techniqucs in ECUildor: 
and intcrnatiol1,lll.'l1vironmelltalmntliu rcwlutiOl1, 

PORUM 
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NIDR Report #1 
Mediation in Special Education 

By Linda R. Sing~r and EIe,mOT Nac~ 
198620 pp. 
AIMlyz~s the us~ of mediation in sr~dal ~ducation 

by ,tat~' ~ducJtion ag~nci~s. 

NIDR Report #2 

Public Ends and Private Means: 

Accountability Among Private Providers 

of Public Social Services 

By 1. ,\fidMd Keating. Jr. 
1 <JK'i 12 pp. 
R~se.m;bes how private providers and governmt:l1t 
,1f!;t'IKie'i emurt' iKCOlll1tability tt)r public s~rvices 

in .1 protl=ssiollal and hllman~ manner. 

NIDR Report #3 

Resolving Student~Initiated Grievances in 

Higher Education. Dispute Resolution 
Procedures in a Non~Adversarial Setting 

By .lo\t·ph P. Folger and J. Jandle Shllb~rt 
198'; II pp. 
hlCIN:\ on how displlt~ resolution procedures 
,liter the rt:h1ti()n~hip~ <lffi(mg disputing parties, 
and int1ut:Ill..t: the re~()[lltiom that are reac;hed. 

NIDR Report ff4. 
Mediating Civil Rights: 
The Age Discrimination Act 

By l.inda R. Sing~r .lIld Ronald A. Sc;ht'chrcr 
1986 2() pp. 
D~\Crihe\ th~ m~diation pr()t:es~ used [lit' ag~ 

discriminati()fl complaints. 

NIDR Report #5 
Consumer Dispute Resolution: 

A Survey of Programs 

B? Dankl McGilIb 
19H7 1') pp. 
RI:COllllt' third~p.my di'pull' s~,tdem~1H 
mec;hanhlm in til<: ,ll'ea of wmUll1el' dispute,>. 

. ~ -"-.'.' ","- ... , ~. ~ >,..~ /';~':~ •. ':,.\~ :'''~:~-':;',~ 

, NIDR VIDEO SERIES' . 
• I ' '. .. , . 
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Community Justice Mediation 

ll)HR Tim~': 3D ll1inut~s. 
Shows an aerual community ill~tice (enter 
m~diation bet:\veen a homeowner and ,\ contractor 
over a construction repair. Taped at the Justice 
C:~l1ter ofAtianra, Inc, 

Court~Ordered Arbitration-Minneapolis 

1988 Time; 28 minutes. 

Portrays d simulated cOl1rt~annex~d arbitration 

within the Henn~pin County Court System. The 

case involves a tort claim ~temll1ing from an 

automobile accident. 

COl1rt~Ordered Arbitration-Pittsburgh 

1988 Time: 28 minult:~, 

Depicts an actual court-annexed arbitratioll 
within the Allegheny County Court Sy~tem. The 
ca~e inv()lw~ a ~h()pping mall owner attempting 

to evict ,1 restaurant for nonpayment of rellt, 

Summary Jury Trial 

1988 Time: 30 minutes. 
A reenactment involving the acruallawyers of a 

summary jury trial held by Judge Richard A. 
Enslen of the U.S. District COltrt t()r the Westetn 

Dbtl'icr of Michigan. The G1Se involves a 

groundwater cOlltamination damage action filed 
by 29 plaintiHs ag,linst a major corporation. 

Dispute Resolution and the Courts: 

An Overview 
1988 Time: 28 minutes, 

Gives viewers a summary look at how .he courts 

me disput~ wlolution at ev~ry level of the justice 

sy~tem --from m~diati()n in community justice 
(enter, to c:ourr-OI'dered arbitration that resolves 
dhputcs in djff~rent s~ttillg~, to the usc of 

mrnmary JUI)' tri.tl to settle multimillioll dollar 
c;as~ 
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To the Board of Directors 

The National Institute 

for Dispute 

Resolution, Inc. 

FINAN(:IAL REPORT 

Report ofIndependent Accountants 

W't: have audited the accompanying balance 

sheet of the National Institure tClr Di~pute 

Resolution, Inc. (the Institute) ,1s oOune 30. 

1992, and the related statements of revenue, 

expenses and changes in Fund balances for the 

year then ended. \V/e previollsly alldin:d and 

reponed upon the tlnancial statements of the 

Institute and the Fund for Research 011 Dispute 

Resolution ror the year ended June 30, 1991, 

the combined totals of which are presented for 

comparative purposes only. These financial 

statements are the responsibility of the 

Institute's management. ()ur responsibility is 

to express an opinion on these I1nancial 

statements based on our audit. 

We conducted OUI' audit in accordance with 

genemlly accepted auditing standards. Those 

standards require that we plan and perform the 

,lUdit to obtain reasonable assurance ;tbout 

whether the tlnancial statements are free of 

material misstatement. An audit includes 

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting 

the amounts and disclosures ill the flnancial 

~talemen~s. An audit also includes assessing the 

accollnting principles used and signiflc<lnt 

estimates made bv management, as well as 

cv,lluatinf; the ovemll financial prescm;1[iol1. 

'\\'e believe that ollr audit providt.:s a reasonable 

basis for our opinion. 

I n our opinion, the financial statements 

rt.:rerred to above present rairly, in all material 

respcds, the tlnandal position of the National 

Institute for Dispute Resolution, Inc. as of 

June 30, 1992, and the results of its operations 

tl)r the year then ended in conformity with 

generally accepted accounting principlcs. 

Coopers & Lybrand 

Washington, D.C. 

August 28, 1992 

-,. 



ASSETS 
Current ,\~sets: 

Cash ,1Ild cash equivalent~ 

(Note 2) 

Due from unrestrictd ttlnd 
Short-term invewnents 

(Note 2) 

Cratm receivable 

(Notes 2 ,llld 3) 
Prep,lid expenses and orher 

receivables 

To tal ClIn en t a~~ers 

Fixed ,lssets (Note 2): 

Furniture and equipment 

Leasehold improvements 
Le~s allowance for deprecia-

tion and amortization 

Fixed as~ets. nct 

Other assets 

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION, INC. 

BALANCE SHEET June 30. 1992 

(with LOmpararive totals for the ye,u ended J unc j(J, 1991) 

1992 

U nremicted Remicted 

$ 

1,957,131 

34,24'5 

1,991.376 

2.)3,332 
13,579 

(236,203) 

10.708 

6.147 

$ 280,793 

49,71 '5 

849.500 

1.180.008 

$2.008,231 $l,) 80,008 
._---=-......=..._. __ . ~.---:-

fund for 

Rcsearch 

on Dispute 

ResolutIon Totals 

$401, '580 

401,580 

4.907 

,l4,178) 
_"~ __ L .......... _,",~_ 

729 

$402,309 

$ 682.373 
49,715 

1,9'57.131 

849,'500 

34,24'5 

3,572,964 

238,239 

13,')79 

(240,381) 
-~- .... ---- -- ._-

11,437 

6,147 

$3,590.548 
.~.--- --.,~--~ ---

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 

Current li,lbilirie~: 

Accounh payable itnt! accrued 

expemes 
Crams paY,lble (Nott' 2) 
Deferred rcvenu~' (Note~ 2 and 3) 

Due to restricted fund 

Total current liabjlitic~ 

Rt,ntal abatement (Note 4) 

Tot.llli,tbiliries 
Cnmmitnlt'l1t~ (Notc 4) 

Fllnt! hal.tnces 
'J'm,tlliilbilitit's and 

fund bai.lnce~ 

HH 

$ 100,027 $ 

1.090,929 

49,715 

1.240,671 

23,318 

1.263.989 
.. - - ~ 

744,242 

$2,()(]S,231 

1,180,008 

1,ISO,OOS 

1,IRO,OOS 
. ,.,~ 

$I,ISO,OOS 

$ 2,506 

3.)1,064 

333, 'i70 

533,570 

()8,739 

$·102JOl) 

$ 102,53.1 
lA21,993 
1.180,008 

49.715 

2.754,249 

23,318 

2,777,567 

SI2,l)8! 

$5. ')I)(), ')48 

Thc atwlJ1p,lllying norl.'~ arc .\11 intcgral part oj thl'\l' nn,Haill \t,\tl.'rnl'IH'i. 

1991 Totals 

$1,77 0,409 

2,783,416 

87'5.341 

5.477,958 

229,655 

13.479 

(199,180) 

43,954 

6,147 

$5.528,059 

$ 1.30,717 

2,011,6% 

2,143,062 

4,285,435 

38,894 

4,.')24,329 

1.203.730 

'fi'i528.0S9 

~'" 



THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION, INC. 

STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 

t<H the year ended June 30. 1992 (with comparative torals for the year ended] une .10. 1991) 

1992 

Fund for 

Research 

on Dispute 

Unrestricted Remicted Resolution Totals 1991 Totals 
~ 

Revenue: 

Privan: granr~ G~otes 2 and 3) $1,246,000 $42(),O90 $ - $1,6()6,090 $2, '51"7,703 

Federal gralH (Note 2) 1.'),168 }3,168 6.1,OS2 

I lHerest 140.291 30,071 170,362 3'5'5,644 

Other 25,4'52 2'5.452 62,207 

Total revenue 1Al1,743 433,2'58 30,071 1,875,072 2,998,606 

Expenses (Note S): 
Program (Note 6) 1.446.643 343,818 3.:;,949 1,824,410 2,593,792 

ivfanagemellt and general 2'55,692 89,440 96,279 441,411 56'5,460 
- ~--

'i"otal expenses 1,702 • .135 433,258 130,228 2,26'5.821 3,159,252 
.-.-- --~ 

_____ --'Y- ~ ____ . _. __ ~ ,_" 'T_'~ __ 

Exces~ of expenses over revenue (290.592) (100,157) (390,749) (160,646) 
,'" 

Fund balances. beginning of year 1.034,834 168,896 1,203,730 l,364,376 
---~---- ~--.--.-- ----- ------ ------~ 

Fund lnhtnces, end of year $ 744,242 $ $ 68.739 $ 812,981 $1,203,730 
---.. --- -- ~ :-:~ ..:~::."..=:. ~-.:"":":::~ .:.=. 
----.~~.~-.~ .. '::..-::-,:,,:--:,,:--,-'"::.- .---~..-.. -- _. -~ 

The accompanying noWs arl' an inlegr'<tl part of tbc\~' financial ~tatcr11l;11t\. 



The National Institute for Dispute Resolution, Inc. 

Notes to Financial Statements 

1. Organization 

The National Imtirute tor Dispute Resolution. 
Inc. (the Institute) is a private. nonproHt. 
ch,~ritable organization based in Washington. 
D.C. Created through the eft()fts ofnve 
foundatiom. the Institute began operating in 
I 9H2 and opened its permanent offices in 
Jallu,uy 1983. 

The purpose of the Institute is to enhance the 
t:lirness. eHectiveness and efficiency of the 
proces~es through which Americans resolve 
Ji~PlltcS. \'V'here conHicts ~erve no social 
purpme. the Institute seeks out and promotes 
~y~tematic measures to eiiminare the cause~ of 
needle~s ..:oncroversy. \X'here disputes do arise. 
tbe InstitLlte hlsterS the development. validation 
,md public acceptance of innovative techniques 
to resolve them without resorting to litigation. 
The InstitUte addresses these goals by providing 
flnanci,ll ,up port and guid,lnce fix well-conceived 
projects in dispute resolution ,111d by providing 
technical and informJ.tional services. 

The Fund for Resean.:h on Dispute Resolution 
IFRDR) is an independent research fund 
afflliatl'd with the Institute. FRDR was 
established by the Ford Foundation in J lIly 1987 
to support .l broad [.mge of research which 
LOnne<.:t~ tf-Je ;rudy of disputing and dispute 
handling to social, psychological. economic. 
political o[ legal theory. 

2. Summary of significant accollnting policies 

Basis of presentation 
The Hnanci.ll statements include accounts for 

the fi.l11d~ of tilt.: Institute as well as for FRDR. 
(:l'rtain admilli.~trativc costs, which are incurred 
jointly by the Institute ,md FRDR, are aliDcated 
r,Hably to each based on their proportioll of total 
expen~e~. 

'J() 

Cash equivalents and short-term investments 
Cash equivalents consist of cerdHcates of 

deposit and money market funds. Short-term 
investments consist ofTreasnry hills. Intt'I.!~t on 
these investments is recognized when earned. 
Tile cost of these investments approximates 
market value. 

Concentration of credit risk 
The Institute generally invests its excess cash 

in money marker funds and certificates of deposit 
at major banks. These investments typically 
mature within 30 days and. therefore. bear 
minimal risk. 

Grant revenue 
Grants which are restricted as to their use are 

recorded in the balance sheet as grants receivable 
and as deterred grant revenues when awarded. 
Revenues arc recognized only to the extent of 
expenditures that satisfY the purposes of these 
grams. 

Unrestricted grants are not designated for 
specific purposes by the contributors and are 
recognized a~ income ill the year awarded. 

Fixed assets 
Fixed assets are carried at cost. Depreciation 

of furniture and fixtures is computed on the 
straight-line method over the estimated useful 
lives of the assets, five years. Leasehold 
improvements arc amortized on a straight-line 
basis over the remaining terms of the leases. 
Depreciation and amortization expense for the 
years ended June 30, 1992 and 1 <)<) I was 
$43.453 and $41.321, re.~pectively. 

Grants payable 
Grants made by the Institute are recorded in 

the balance sheer as grants payable and as an 
expense at rhe time r('cirients art,: entitled to 

them. 

·-----·~-l 
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3. Funding 

The Institute was initially funded f()r a five-year 

period which ended June .10, 1988. In this 

inirial period. rJve large private foundations made 

substantial funding grants to support the 

InstitLlte's activities. Three of these foundations 

continued funding of the InstitLlte's acti"itie~ for 

the next five ye,us. During this period. FRDR 

was established as a separate fund in 1988 with a 

three-year grant from the Ford Foundation. 

Currently. the Institute is working on a 

proposal requesting rem:wed support from its 

core tunders for geneml support during the rJve 

years heginning July 1. 1993. The likelihood of 

(ontinued iunding at levels commensurate with 

previous years is uncertain. 

Durin~ the year ended June 30. 1992, the 

Institute incurred $26,250 of tlmdraising 

expenses. 

4. Lease commitment 

Effective January 1, 1989, the Institute entered 

into <1n operating tease,agreement for ofl:1ce space 

which expires on December 31, 1993. The lease 

provides for miniJT.um monthly rental payments 

of $14,695. The agreement also provides for 

adjustments to monthly rental payments for 

certain landlord operating expenses, adjustments 

in base rent at.:cording to changes in the 

Comumer Price Index and an initial rent 

ahatement period of six months. The rental 

abatement is being amortized straight-line over 

the life of the lease. Annual minimum lease 

payments under the operating lease agreement 

are ,15 follows: 

Year ending 

Juye ~O, 

1993 

1994 

Total 

Minimum 

te<1,se p_ayl"l1e~1.~s 

$176,340 

88,170 

$264,';10 

Total remal expense for the years ended June 

30, 1992 and 1991, was $168,459 and 

$156,472, respectively. 

5. Fund for Research on Dispute Resolution 

The Ford Foundation did not renew funding to 

the lnstirute to maintain FRDR as an 

independent research fund during 1992. 
fRDR's remaining projects will be administered 

by the InstitUte, which has obtained 

supplemental funding from the Ford Foundation 

to oversee the completion ofFRDR's open 

projects. CostS relating to the completion of 

FRDR projects are presented in a separate fund 

in the accompanying financial statements. 

6. Program expenses 

Working directly and rhrough a wide variety of 

grantees, collaborators and contractors, the 

Institute concentrates its resources within four 

basic categories of effort: 

• Programs and projects to develop, field-test and 

document specific methods and policies that 

oiTer substantial promise of improving clispure 

prevention and/or resolurion (Nursing Homes, 

Innovation, Mediation in Schools. South 

Africa/ International); 

• Assistance to educational and professional 

institutions as they absc"b, analyze, perfect, 

administer and teach new concepts and 

techniques (Higher and Contllluing 

Education); 

• Support and technical assistance to legislative 

bodies. judicial conferences, executive 

departments of government and other officials 

who arc responsible for public policy toward 

dispute resolution and for the operation of the 

public agencies and institutions that carry out 

these policies (Public Policy. Courts, 

Community Justice); and 
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• Public and professional information programs 

to broaden and deepen understanding of 
current event~, issues, problems ,lnd 

achievements in the field (Communications). 

The amount expended for the year ended 

J ulle 3(), 1992 in these categories of effort is 

as follows: 

• Field-Test 
and Documentation 

• As,ismnce co Education 

and Professional Institutions 

• Support and Technical 
A~,istance for Public Policy 

• Public and Professional 

Information 

$ 495,958 

(3,581) 

782,431 

515,653 

$1,790.461 
---~-

During 1992, $890,673 of the $1.790,461 of 

program expenses was expended for grants and 

contracts. 

FRDR concentrates its resources within two basic 

categories of effort: 

/'\ .~ 

• Commission additional research, holcry~search 

conferences or workshops, and underwrite' 

research initiation and development work as 

needed; 

• Award research grants. 

The amount expended for the year ended June 

30, 1992 in these two programs is as follows: 

• Research/Workshops 

• Re,earch Awards 

$27,162 

6,787 

~J,h~49 

The costs of proViding the various programs 

and other activities have been summarized on a 

----------------------------------------------

fUllctional basis in the statement of revenue, 

expenses and changes in fund balance. 

Accordingly, certain costs have been allocated 

among the program and management and 

general services benefitted. 

7. Retirement costs 

The Institute has a retirelTlent plan covering all 

employees. Under the plan, the Institute makes 

contributions (0 an insurance company, based on 

a percentage of the payroll of covered employees. 

These contributions, together with voluntary 

employee contributions, are used to purchase 

annuities, the rights to which immediately vest in 

employees hired prior to June 30, 1984. 

Individuals commencing employment after June 

30, 1984 become vested after three years. COStS 

of the plan for the years ended June 30, 1992 and 

1991 were $40,574 and $56,790, respectively. 

8. Income taxes 

Undel' provisions of the Internal Revenue Code 

Section 501 (c)(3) and the applicable income tax 

regulations of the District of Columbia, the 

Insrirute is exempt from taxes on income other 

than unrelated business income. No liability for 

income taxes was incurred for the years ended 

June 30, 1992 and 1991, since the J nsritute had 

no unrelated business income. 
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